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CHAPTER. I.

Introductory.

A FRIEND having recently urged us to read

some of the remarkable - Innnersionist Novels of

which we have heard so much for a few years, we

have procured a couple, and perused them with

great amusement. .One of them is a novel by a

lady, in which the heroine- marries a "Presbyterian

youth, son of a sturdy old ruling elder, adheres

to her close communion principles in her father-

in-law's house
j
in spite of the most ruthless perse-

cution, and at length, by dint of perseverance, pa-

tience, and the irresistible logic of an old, illite-

rate negro woman, conquers her husband and a

whole batch of Presbyterians, including a parson,

to her own narrow creed. Surely our immersion-

ist neighbours must considef this the era of the

third Punic war of their spiritual commonwealth,
their approaching ultima dies; that their very
women leave the nursery and the kitchen, and come

A -"
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forth to the combat, armed' with their trenchant

pens dipped in the concentrated gall of Drs. Car-

son, Booth and Campbell ! Yet the sorry luck of

the Amazon whose polemic emprize we have wit-

nessed, we think should be a ''Warning to the rest

of "the Sex," to abide by the spirit of Horace's

iW~wise advice, Ne sutor crepidam : "Mistress; bet-

ter stick to your thimble." The paltry style, the

literary blunders, and the feeble argument of this

work which our gallantry requires us to leave

nameless, place it beneath criticism. .

Next, we have the famous Romance of " Theo-
'

. -.---- ':.:-- '-<----
'

.:

"

dosia Ernest, or 'the Heroine of Faith," from the

press of G-raves, Marks & Co., Nashville, T-enn.

1857. Eighteenth Thousand. This is a work ad

captandum vulgus, badly printed on. mean paper,

and illustrated with execrable daubs of woodcuts

representing the absurdities of " baby sprinkling,"

and the contrasted glories of dipping ;
and adorned

with a frontispiece which exhibits the lovely Theo-

dosia herself. The book is evidently gotten up
" for the million." The last mentioned picture,

at least, deserves to be called "a speaking por-

trait." While we cannot compliment the artist on

having successfully reproduced the maidenly love-

liness which the " Heroine of Faith" is said to have

possessed, (inasmuch as the face is most decisively

ill-favoured,) yet he deserves the higher praise of
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haying accurately embodied the ideal of the young

she-polemic expressed in the author's narrative.

"The brazen- pertness, the vixenish tenacity, the

self-conceit, appropriate to the role which she is

represented as playing, are all most truthfully rep-

resented in a coarse face, bedizened profusely with

'-' limp ringlets.

>In order that the reader may at once familiarize

himselfwith the new gospel of these polemic fictions,

he must understand that the Faith for which The-

odosia exhibits her heroism, is not faith in the

Lord Jesus Christ, but faith in dipping. The au-

thor himself represents her as being eminently

possessed of the former, while still a benighted

Presbyterian, and as being entirely undisturbed

in its exercise. No, henceforth simple faith on the

.Saviour does not constitute any one a moral hero,

but confidence in the dogmatism of this water-gos-

,pel. And this is the first foretaste of the impie-

ties with which the reader will be nauseated as he

proceeds.

In a preface to a sort of appendix, contained in

the latest edition (as we suppose it to be), the pub-
lisher, Mr. J. K. G-raves, rather complains that the

redoubtable book had received no notice from the

hands of Presbyterians up to that time, with the

exception of a slight (and slighting) article from

Dr. N. L. Bice, in the--St. Louis Presbyterian. It
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/ seems, lie

fears^we poor Presbyterians will scarce-

/ ly make a resistance stout enough to give the eom-

bativeness of the author and his publishers a sat-

isfactory glow, in drubbing us. Now we felt, upon

coming to this, that we had reached the point where

forbearance ceases to be a virtue. The tempta-
tion became irresistible to undeceive Mr. J. R.

Graves & Co., by informing him and all the world

that what he had mistaken for fear on the part of

Presbyterians was only contempt. Seeing that

our Christian forbearance, and our disgust at an

assault so unworthy of a Christian denomination,

have been thus misunderstood, we feel that it is

both a right and duty to speak out; and we hereby
assure Mr. J. R. Graves & Co., and their anony-
mous author, that when we have done with them,

they will no longer have any ground to complain
of being unnoticed by Presbyterians.

1. The tenour of both these works is to repre-

sent Presbyterians as given to persecution, intole-

rant, ignorant of the reasons of their own faith,

and almost stupidly foolish in their defence of

them, an easy prey to proselyters, and priest-rid-

den by their doctors of divinity. In the work

first described, the.Immersionist young lady is pic-

tured as subjected to a most painful persecution

by her Presbyterian father-in-law, because she

could not conscientiously commune with him. In
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Theodosia Ernest, the Presbyterian pastor is "de-

scribed, with Ms people, in all the colours above

mentioned. Now, there are, doubtless, individual

Presbyterians who are intolerant, and others who

are ill-informed, gullible, prejudiced ;
as there are

such unfortunate persons in all other deno^mina-
tions, even the purest. But is it truthful to em-

body such cases, as representative of Presbyte-

rianism ?

* A representative case must so be cho-

sen as to be true to the general average, at least,

of the class. It is perfectly well known to this

anonymous scribbler and his publishers, that Pres-

byterians are not as a denomination intolerant or

persecuting towards other evangelical Christians,

nor less informed of the reasons for their own tenets ;

nor are they usually an easy prey to the sectarian

proselyter. When that traitorous Mother of Mis-

chief, Harriet Beecher Stowe, launched her infa-

mous "Uncle Tom's Cabin," against the slavehol-

ders, this was just the ground upon which all fair

men condemned it, as a villainous slander. There

have been individual slaveholders, who have been

unjust enough to sell industrious and honest slaves

to slave dealers. There have been such cases at,

the South, as that .of the monster Legare, who-

tormented his slave to death. Who denies it? So.

there have been men at the North, who have

abuged domestic relations, to torment their chil-
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;dren and murder their wives. But herein, we

urged, and with irrefragable justice, is the wicked-

ness and falsehood of this abolition novel, that it

takes the rare outrages of southern society, and

makes them representative of our customary state.

So we reason concerning these polemical novels.

They select the rare exceptions of Presbyterian

character, for the representative cases
; they are

therefore but slanders
; they deserve to be judged

by the same rule with the vile and malignant as-

sault of the above mentioned high priestess of

discord.

2. But the disposition to misrepresent Presby-
terians is still more openly manifested in the de-

tails of the work. One of the charges again and

again made against them is, that they expel from
their communion, those who propose to seek immer-

sion, and the fellowship of Immersjonist congre-

gations. On page 10? of Theodosia Ernest, the

Presbyterian pastor is represented as threatening
her in the following terms, to deter her from the

farther investigation of the question :

f( And now, before I take my leave, I feel it my
duty solemnly to warn you before Grod3 to take

heed where you are going. I should be greatly

pained, if we should find it necessary to expel you
from the Church."
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V Expel me from the Church ! Why, Mr. John-

son," &c.

Again : on page 269^ the Church Session of the

Presbyterian Church is represented as holding a

meeting, with a Doctor of Divinity and President

of College, and another minister besides Mr. John

son, as advisers. Theodosia has now been dipped ;

and the pastor is represented as stating the' -case

thus :

"We understand that Miss Ernest, while her

name was still standing as a member upon our

record, has gone to a Baptist society, solicited im-

mersion, and has actually been immersed by a

Baptist preacher. By this act she has undoubt- -

edly severed all connexion with our Church, and

must of necessity be excluded from our communion.

The only question is, whether we are bound to make-

the usual citation to appear, and answer to the

charge."
Now it is possible that in so large a denomina-

tion as the Presbyterian, some case may have hap-

pened, where a Church Session so far misunderstood

our polity, as to propose discipline against a mem-
ber who designed to leave his Church for some

other branch of the Church Catholic. But we
do not believe there ever was such a case. If there

was, it was a rare exception. This religious novel,

by introducing the incident as a part of the tale,
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evidently designs to represent it as regular Pres-

byterian usage. The whole scope of the book is

to exemplify Immersionism versus Presbyterian-

ism; and, therefore, unless the instance were a

fair representation of our usage, it should have

no place in the story. But if the reader would

know how just this representation is, let him con-

sult the Minutes of our General Assembly for the

year 1839, page -177. This Judicatory, the su^

preme.regulator in all our denomination, resolves,

"That in all cases, where members of any of our

Churches apply for dismission, to unite with a

Church of another denomination, the proper course

is to give a certificate of Christian ch'aracter only."

The Presbytery of Hudson, requesting the rule

to be rescinded, as being not sufficiently courteous

to other denominations, 'the Assembly of 1848,

Minutes, p. 22, reply :

"The Presbytery of Hudson has misappre-
hended the spirit and scope of the resolution in

question. It is neither a censure pn the individ-

uals, nor the Churches to which they seek to be

dismissed
; but sets forth the only fact which it is

important that those Churches should know."

The Assembly here declares, (it does not insti-

tute de novo,} the proper usage. And such is the

liberal and fraternal spirit in which our denomi-

nation has always, so far as we know, recognized
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the Christian character of all other evangelical

Churches, and the right of Presbyterians to go
from us to them, if they see fit. We cheerfully

commend them, by testimonials of their good

standing, to the brethren with whom they wish to

unite f and then, as they are no longer exclusively

ours, we of course remove their names from our

communion roll. Where a member does, as Theo-

dosia is represented as doing, goes away without

deigning to say "G-ood-bye;" of course we can

only do the latter act of the two, remove the name

from our communion roll. We are allowed no

opportunity to give the testimonials, for they
are not asked. Where, then, did the author of

Theodosia get the notion of our excommunicating
such a member? The reader may find it in the

current usage of the Immersionist Churches, which,
as is well known, do expel those members who com-

mune with the other branches of Christ's Church.

That the Presbyterian Church should be repre-

sented as guilty of such intolerance as the author's

Church currently practices, we justly resent as an

odious slander.

In this connexion, we will notice another trait,

of injustice in this romance; the insinuation that

the Presbyterians of the United States would fain

persecute Immersionists for their denial of infant

baptism, if they dared. Let the reader note the
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deej^tful form in which the charge is suggested-.

Theodosia, page 167; Mr. Courtney, the Immer-

sionist schoolmaster, says :

" I have it over the signatures of Roman Cath-

olic, Episcopalian, Lutheran, Dutch Reformed^
and Presbyterian writers, who, while they have

been in full connexion with those very establish*

ments, all of which have (when they could), been

the most vir^ulent and cruel persecutors of the

Baptists," &Ci On page 308, the same spokesman

says:
-

" The most bitter and relentless persecution

was directed especially against those who denied

infant baptism. , This has continued through every

age. It has not "been confined to the Roman
Catholics. It has been practiced by all the so-

called Churches that received infant members, (your
own included,) whenever and wherever they have

been able to obtain the power," &c. The speaker
is addressing a family of Presbyterians in our coun-

try. And once more: on page 339, speaking of

the persecution of Donatists in Africa, in the 5th

century, he says :

*c From this day down to the present, in every

country where Pgedobaptists have had the power,
our brethren have been the subjects of bitter and

unrelenting persecution."

On the same page, this speaker claims the "Do-



natis^sy Novatianists, Cathari, Paulicians, Henri-

cans, Petrobrussians, Mennonites, Allegences,

Waldenses, &c.," as substantially of his Church.

Let us remark, in passing, the evidence both of

profound ignorance, and unprincipled recklessness

of assertion, contained in the last sentence. Eve-

ry well informed student of Church History knows

that, of all the sects named, only the Petrobrus-

sians, and Mennonites, with perhaps the Henti-

cans, held an important peculiarity in common
with the modern Tmmersionists. The Waldenses

always declare that they have practiced infant

baptism in all ages, as they do now. The Donat-

ists and Novatians declared for themselves, that

they only differed from the Catholic Christians of

their own day, on the question of communion with

certain Bishops whose ordination they considered

'as corrupt. It seems that this author of Theo-

dosia, in his raking together of ready-made false-

hoods at second and third hand, is- too -ignorant to

know even how to spell the names of the sects

about which he professes to be informed. Stu-

dents of. history are accustomed to hear of Henri-

eians, and Albigenses ; not of Henricans and Alle-

gences. But this is by the way. It was seen

that this writer does not dare to charge American

Presbyterians with having actually persecuted

JmffiersionistB, But he obviously designs to
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the impression on ignorant readers, that the only

reason we have not done so is,- that our free gov-

vernment has not permitted us. Else why the

reiterated assertion, that Paedobaptist Churches,

(including our own,) have persecuted them, when-

ever and wherever they had the power ?

But now, what are the facts ? The Protestant

Churches of the 16th and 17th centuries, unfor-

tunately holding the doctrine of persecution, did,

to a very limited extent, punish sectaries with

civil pains ; and, among others, Anabaptists.

Some Presbyterian Churches in Europe were im-

plicated in this guilt. But the Presbyterian

Church of America is in no closer sense a descen-

dant of those European Churches, or responsible

for their misdeeds, than the Immersionists of

America are descendants of the Grerman Anabap-

tists, and responsible for their frantic anarchy.

Our Church in America is an independent and ori-_

ginal body. And from the very day of the first

organization of its first Presbytery, it has been the

consistent and uniform friend of the widest reli-

gious liberties to all equally. In the forming
times of our Republic, the Presbyterian denomi-

nation led the van, in this glorious cause
;
and

were the exemplars of- that zeal with which Im-

mersionists, (we mention it to their credit) asserted

the same rights of religious liberty. We repeat
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Presbyterians led the van, in claiming the widest

liberty for all others equally with themselves.

Had this unscrupulous scribbler intended to speak
the truth, he would have said :

c The most of the

Churches of the Reformation, including several of

the Presbyterian, were guilty of persecuting secta-

ries, and among others, Immersionists, when [they

had the power. But in this country, the Presbyte-
rian Church has never had either the power or the

wish to do -so.' In one word, the Presbyterian
Church in the United States is at least as clear

from the desire to persecute Immersionists, as Im-

mersionists are of the desire to persecute them.

We denounce, therefore, with deserved indigna-

tion, this odious, false and wicked attempt to

create angry blood in Immersionists against Pres-~

byterians. Heaven knows, there is heat enough

already, while the question of baptism is debated

in the fiery and reckless spirit of this novel. Its

unholy purpose, it seems, demanded the inflaming

of bad passions, in order to blind its readers to

the wildness of its assertions and the flimsiness of

its arguments.
It may be said, by the way, that the author

puts nearly all his arguments and assertions on

the Immersionist side into the mouth of a little

schoolmaster, a Mr. Courtney, a man of infinite

pertness, and rabid fluency. Courtney is evidently



the nom de guerre of the. author's self; and the

tirades with which he overwhelms [at least the ears

of.]- the dramatis personal, are, as evidently, the

staple of the harangues which the author (an Im-

mersionist preacher, no doubt,) is in the habit of

fulminating from his pulpit. We shall, therefore,

for convenience sake, employ the name of Courtr

ney sometimes as representing the Immersionist

advocate.

3. The folly and unfairness of such a mode of

inculcating or defending what is supposed to be

religious truth, ca'n scarcely be too strongly, repre-

sented. In the first place, a moment's considera-

tion should have taught the author, that his se-

lecting such a vehicle for his discussion, was really

a confession of weakness and defeat. Having failed

to overthrow the sturdy Presbyterian champions
in the fields of true and legitimate discussion, he

is compelled to manufacture fictitious adversaries,

in the pretended persons of Pastor Johnson, Dr.

McNought, and elder Jones, who should be stupid
and foolish enough to give this doughty Don Quix-

otye
a chance to claim the victory. If he wished to

try conclusions with a veritable Presbyterian

champion, why did he not select a bona fide and

live controversialist, in the person of some N. L.

Bice, or Wm. L. McCalla? Ah; it was easier to

victory over a.man of 'sra_w ! -A^nd
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this Is -not all. Conscious, as it seems, of the ; in.-

trinBic 'weakness of Ms argument, the author-must

needs throw around it the factitious and illegiti-

mate-interest of a love-story. He^did not believe,

it seems, that his principles were important and

interesting enough, to make Christian people read

an honest and straightforward discussion of them

for its own sake : he must needs ;

sugar the nairse-

ous dose, to make it go down. And then, one of

his foremost champions, forsooth, is a young, pret-

ty and ingenious girl, who is painted as attractively

as the author's bungling hand knew how; in order

to gain the unfair advantage of the feelings of rea-

ders for youth, beauty and sex. Sophistries from

the mouth of a bearded man would be handled as

they deserved
;
but when they drop from the pretty

mouth of a pretty woman, gallantry forbids our

testing them too narrowly ! So that the author,

afraid-"to meet men, and as a man, skulks behind

the petticoats of his heroine.

And, indeed, what is the intrinsic absurdity of

sending Christian people to hunt for truth (and
that sacred truth,) in a work of fiction f It is an

insult to the understanding of readers
;
and a dis-

grace to the denomination which is judged to need

such a mode of defence. No seeming triumph

gained over an imaginary antagonist -can proipe

any thing; for, as the -same author constructed
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both his adversary's argument and his own, of

course he would make the victory fall on his side.

-5J3sop tells us, in one of his fables, how the man
and the lion were once, during a truce in their

warfare, amicably walking out together to take the

air. They passed a picture where a lion was rep-

resented as bound, and crouching under the cud-

gel of a man. The man says to his lion friend :

" You see there the superiority of our race to

yours." "Nay," quoth the lion, "it is because a

man was the painter. If a lion had held the brush,

the parties would have been in a rather different

position." Let the reader make the application.

It is said indeed, that Immersionists justify the

circulation f the work by saying, that though
there is a fictitious plot to make the book readable,

all is fair, because the arguments put into the

mouths of the Presbyterian characters are the

standard arguments which we use when defending

ourselves, and that they are 'fairly stated. But we

beg leave to dispute both facts. According to all

fair forensic rules, our mere word, repudiating

those arguments as fair and full statements of our

side, entitles us to arrest a debate conducted on

such a plan. When plaintiff and defendant come

into court, each party has a sovereign discretion

in selecting his own advocate. If the defendant

says that the counsel who has volunteered in his
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cause is not tile man of his choice; and that

instead of representing him fairly, he is betraying

him, this is enough. It is only necessary for

the defendant to say that he considers this volun-

teer-advocate as unfaithful; it is hot necessary for

him to prove him such. He is entitled to make

his own selection of a defender. So, we Presb.y-

terians now and hereby notify Messrs. Graves,

Marks & Co., and Messrs. Sheldon, Blakeman &

Co., and all Immersionist preachers, colporteurs,

members and proselyters, in these United States

and the British Provinces, and wherever the far

famed_Theodosia may be running, that we do not

consider, and never have considered the fair water-

nymph (who was a full blooded Immersionist be-

fore she began the investigation,) nor the Presby-
terian elder, Uncle Jones, (who was evidently

fishy, i. e., indulging partial tendencies to go under

the water, from the beginning,) nor poor, old par-
son Johnson, (who confesses he had never exam-

ined the subject much,) as suitable advocates of

our cause
; that.-we hereby repudiate them as such

;

and that we now lay our formal "injunction" on

the progress of the discussion in such feeble and

treacherous hands. Now, will our Immersionist

neighbours arrest the debate
; will they suspend

the circulation of the exparte and repudiated dis-

cussion, until the justice of our assertion can be



tested.; as they, are forensically bound to do^i&all

fairness and honesty 1 We shall see. But if'they

are ve"ry anxious to prosecute this great cause of

Immersionisin versus Presbyterianism, at once let

them take the arguments of some real, actual Pres-

byterians, such as Dr. John H. Rice's Irenicum,

Dr. John M. Mason's Treatise on the Church of

Q-od, or Dr. N. L. Rice's Debate with Campbell;

print the whole of the Presbyterian argument in

Presbyterian works, [and not a few disjointed

scraps, falsely and treacherously torn from them]

along with the best refutations they can get; and

lay these two pleas before the great jury of the

Religious Public. This, if fairly done, might be fair.

The real motive and design of this advocacy of

pretended truth by fiction, is this : It was hoped
that the love-tale, the pictorial illustrations, the

influence of sex and youth in the heroine's favour,

would make a multitude, of ignorant people swaK
low the book, with its whole dose of misrepresen-

tations, false issues, and unfounded assertions
;

who would never have taste, patience, or capacity,

to read any such- reply as Presbyterians could con-

descend to write. These readers would gulph down

the low novel, but they would be very secure from

the danger of reading a manly, straightr-forward

discussion of its pretended arguments and stater

jpentg, unseasoned with fiction or demagogueiam.



s whole enterprise is a calculation on the, gulli-

bility of mankind
;
and :it must be' confessed, a

calculation which was certain of realization -to a

large degree. But then it is also true, that the

very -element which .ensures this partial success to

the book, is the element also of its unfairness. It

is successful because it is so unfair. So, in crimes

of 'blacker character, the very treachery of 'the

assault is oftentimes the thing which makes resis-

tance ineffectual. When an -honourable enemy
meets us fairly by daylight, and face to face, ^we

have a chance oftsuccessful self-defence, according
tot-that measure of prowess which (rod has .given

us; But if our adversary is wicked enough to turn

assassin, and waylay our path, we are very free";to

confess- that -we are in his power; except so far as

a^good Providence interposes, the strength and

skill-^of a -Hercules will not avail.

I/et it be distinctly understood, then, that we
neither hope nor expe'ct to be attentively and dis-

passionately read by the persons for whom the

shrewd managers of Theodosia Ernest have set

their trap. People who are foolish enough to go
to*ai work of fiction to learn sacred truth, -are not

likely 'to attend to a scholarly and solid (discus-

sion. (But it may be added that such people are

hardly fit material to make Presbyterians :of, at

any?-rate) CiWie.do notvwrite:for such. Qur-object
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is defensive. Learning that this novel is not only
circulated among Immersionists, but obtruded

very actively on Presbyterians, our purpose is

only to give our own people the means of knowing
and exposing its true character, when they are.

assailed.

4. TMs book bears .on its face another evidence

of dishonesty. It comes forth to the world wholly
without any responsible name. By this, we do not

mean to complain of the fact that its authorship
is not made known to the public ; but that while

'

it is. anonymous in its parentage, no Editorj noi

religious denomination, nor agency, stands god-,

father for it. A polemical work, especially one

which so aggressively assaults other Christians,

ought to have some responsible party to be held

answerable for its statements. But a still stronger
trait of dishonesty is the absence of 'all reference-

marks to the books and other authorities cited, in

a majority of cases. In some cases, such refer-

ences are given ;
but in far more, authors are

quoted in the most positive tone of assertion, and

no ,clue is given, by chapter, section, or page, to

the part of the works where the quotations, may
be verified. Are we to account for this peculi-

arity, which is as unscholarly as it is fraudulent,

by the author's ignorance ? . That ignorance is man-

ifest enough ; but it is a very imperfect excuse;
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because mere common sense would have taught him

that every writer, and especially one who, like Mr.

Courtney, boasts frequently that it was not his

wont to assert things, but to prove them, is bound

to give his readers the means of reading his cita-

tions for themselves, and judging of their rele-

vancy and fidelity. The advocate who refuses to

subject his witnesses to his opponent's cross-exam-

ination, is justly thrown out of court. Literary

usage would justify us in summarily throwing out

"far the larger part of this author's citations, on

this sole ground. We might justly say: "We do

not listen to your witnesses; we count them as

non-existent
;
because you have not given us chap"

ter, or page, or section." But let not the reader'

suppose that we make these complaints, because

there is any serious difficulty in rebutting or ex-

ploding the authorities of Theodosia and her

schoolmaster. They are easily caught, notwith-

standing their attempted skulking, as the reader

will see-

Our plan in the remainder of this review will

be, to take up, nearly at random, a part of the

writer-V false issues and sophistries, and expose
them

;
. and to show the treacherous, use of author-

ities and testimonies 'cited by him, in a sufficient

number of cases to enable the reader to estimate

his trustworthiness* It is not our purpose to write

B3



a connected treatise on baptism. This work rs
"

not needed. The many sound and irrefragable
'

'.'

arguments already constructed by our divines,

leave -little to.be desired, except their diligent

circulation and study -by our own people. Oer- .

tainly, there is no peculiar force or originality in

this pretentious work, to create an occasion for
-a

new handling of the great question. The author

advances nothing new. The familiar old grounds
of discussion are brought in review.- The only

peculiarity is that the solid proofs on which Psed-

obaptists have usually and justly relied, are here

obscured by a new batch of sophistries and mis-

statements. The only force which these sophis-

tries have, is the impudent hardihood with which

they are asserted.
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CHAPTER II.,

.
Mode of . Baptism, inferred from Gases of Nouns

and Prepositions.

As one specimen of a critical argument, let the

reader take the following. On page 83, good old

Mr. Johnson" is represented as citing the well

known and unanswerable argument against immer-

sion, that John the Baptist, (in Mat.iii: 11,) is

represented as saying :
" I indeed baptize you

WITH water, unto repentance ;
but He that cometh

after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not

worthy to bear
;
He shall baptize you WITH the

Holy Grhost, and with fire." Hence, argues old

Mr. Johnson, it was not immersion, but sprinkling

or pouring ;
for one would not so naturally speak

of immersing WITH water. Now, we beg our rea-

ders to notice the dishonesty of this novel-writer.

Instead of representing the Presbyterian pastor

as going further, to substantiate this argument by
the additions usually made to it by Paedobaptists,

when they employ it (additions in which its chief

force consists,) the author distinctly indicates that

the above contains the whole strength of the posi-

tion of Presbyterians. Miss Theodosia and her
B4
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lover seem to be for a moment somewhat posed By
the argument ;

and just then the ubiquitous Mr.

Courtney drops in. They tell him the substance

of Mr. Johnson's words, (page 86,) adding that

they do not well know how to get over it.

" Is that all?" asks Mr. Courtney.

"Yes;" (says. Mr. Percy, the lover,)
" that is

the substance of the argument."
Thus the author of the novel endeavours to pro-

duce the impression that this argument, in the

hands of Presbyterians, is sustained solely by the

criticism of the preposition in the phrase
"
baptism

with water." He makes his dramatis personce

say : That is in substance, all of the argument.
But he knew perfectly well, (of else his assump-
tion to debate baptism is impudent charlatanry,)

that this is not all : that this is but the beginning
of the statement of the case, as Presbyterians put
it. He took good care not to let his parties pro-

ceed to collate this passage with Acts i : 5; ii : 3

and 4, 17, 18, 38; x : 44; and xi: 15, 16. For

then, it would have appeared that Mr. Johnson's

interpretation of the baptism WITH water, and

WITH the Holy Ghost, must be correct
;
because

the Holy G-host is there said, with immediate ref-

erence to John's language, again and again, to fall

on the disciples, and to be poured out, and the fire

with which they were baptized, sat on each of
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them like cloven tongues. But this, by the way.
Mr. Courtney thereupon expresses his amazement

that Mr. Johnson should he so unfair as to take

advantage of the English version, reveals to them,

the fact that the preposition translated WITH iir

.Matt. ii: 11, is en, and appeals to Mr. Percy (a

Greek scholar,) for the admitted fact, that ew in

classic Greek usually means IN, and not WITH ;
so

that had not King James' naughty translator, to

the perpetual anguish of all English and Ameri-

can Immersionists, obscured the sense, the passage

should have read : "I indeed baptize you IN wa-

ter .*-.*** He shall bapitze you IN the Holy
Ghost, and IN fire." He then proceeds to remark,

(page 89,) that en is used two thousand, seven hun-

dred and twenty times in the New Testrment ;

that in about twenty-five hundred of these places

it does of necessity mean IN, and not WITH
;
that

in twenty other places, IN would better express

the meaning of the original than WITH, while

WITH (in the sense of instrument or material) is

the necessary meaning in only forty places. There-

fore, argues Mr. Courtney, "The chances are as

twenty-seven hundred to forty, that an argument
- based on the word * with1

(where it stands for the

Greek word 'en') will lead to a false conclusion
;
and

the chances are as twenty-seven hundred, to forty,

that an argument based on (
in,' as the real mean-
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ing of the word, will lead to a true conclusion."

Now, in the first place, what think you, good

reader, of such a critical argument as this I Let

.us apply it fairly to another case. The-. Greek

word stauros (Across,
5

) occurs, twenty-eight times

in the Nev? Testament. In nineteen out of these

cases, it means unmistakeably, the wooden crucifix,

on which Christ (or the two thieves) was executed.

In six places it is used with that sense which it

bears in Luke xiv : 27. " And whosoever doth

not bear his cross, and come after Me, cannot be

My disciple." Therefore, according to Mr. Court-

ney's marvelous rule of interpretation, the proba-

bilities would be as nineteen to six> that in these

passages our Saviour means : "Whosoever will not

bear on his shoulder a wooden cross, and come

after Me, cannot be My disciple." But does not

every reader in his senses know, that the word stau-

ros must here be taken in the allied sense, not of

a literal wooden cross, but of the burden of Christ's

service, or some similar derived meaning? Does

any body believe that there are nineteen chances

to sixj or that there is one to a million, that Christ

heremeant to announce the preposterous assertion,

that the test of Christian character was to be. car-

rying a log of wood on the back ? Farther illus-

tration of the ridiculous nature of this argument
is-not needed. The truth is, as every sensible
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person well understands^ in every language^ many

/
words bear more than one sense, in different con-

'

nexions, those senses being usually allied to each

other in some way, though not the same : that any
honest and sensible writer or speaker, nevertheless,

uses all such words in such a way that it may Ve

. certainly seen what meaning he intends them to

bear in given connexions ;
and that when once it

is discovered a given word may be grammatically
used in a certain sense, its meaning in a partic-

ular place must be determined, not by inquiring

which of its meanings most frequently occurs, -but

by inquiring only which suits this connexion most

obviously. Every language in the world is built

on these principles : every man in the world, (in-

cluding even the remarkable Courtney) interprets

language habitually on these principles, wherever

prejudice does not blind him. And it does indeed

look like the madness of despair, that Drs. Carson

and Fuller, the British and American advocates,

whom Immersionists now chiefly follow, should

stake their cause on the critical rule,: that when

once a given sense has been established for a word

of Scripture, as its primary sense, that meaning,
and no other, must be gotten out of it wherever it

occurs. No man on earth interprets language on

this rule : no man can carry it out consistently, in

Ml understanding- of the Scriptures; And yet,
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Dr. Carson concedes no more than he is obliged,

when he virtually admits that this is the only the-

ory of interpretation on which immersion can be

proved to be the only baptism. For that point
cannot be proved, unless it can be proved that

bgptizo and baptismos, in the Scriptures, always
mean dip and dipping, and nothing else.

But in the second place, we request the reader

to note that Mr. Courtney accuses good old Mr.

Johnson of great unfairness in employing the Eng-
lish version, which represents John as speaking of

baptism with water, with the Holy Ghost, and with

fire, when the preposition in Greek is en. And the

veracious paedagogue grounds his assertion of the

evident errour of this translation on this fact, "that

little Master Edwin Ernest informs them en is in

classic Greek to be translated by <m' and not

'WITH.' Now, without pausing to prove that this

is not universally true, even in classic Greek, we
would remind Mr. Courtney, that the Evangelists
did not write in classic, but in Hebraistic Greek.

They, being native Hebrews, employed many
Greek words and constructions according to the

usages of their own language. And moreover, in

the Septuagint, the Greek translation made by
Jews of the Hebrew Scriptures, and in the New

Testament, the preposition en is not used by the

rules of a classic Greek
;
but is also employed uni-
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yersally as the word to translate the Hebrew pre-

position, beth. In G-reefc written by a Jew, there-

fore, en may be expected to be found meaning any

thing which beth might mean. These assertions

no scholar will venture to dispute. The correspon-

dence of the two prepositions in the usage of Jeigs

writing Greek is expressly asserted by G-esenius,

in his Hebrew Lexicon, which the reader may con-

sult if he chooses. It is not necessary to multiply
authorities on so plain a case. But what does

beth mean ? Gesenius tells us, at the very outset

of his article on the word, that the various signi-

fications of the preposition are grouped under

three classes; 1st, beth meaning "in;" 2nd, beth

meaning 'a? or 'by? 3&)beth meaning 'with.
1 Con-,

sequently, the same may be true of en, when used

by a Jew. Gesenius then, to illustrate what he

means by the second use of t betht
> refers to 1 Sam.

xxix : 1.
" The Israelites pitched (their camp)

bSth hayin which is in Jesreel." (Hayin means

spring of water.) This the Septuagint translates;
" The Israelites pitched en Aendoor :" And the

English version: "The Israelites pitched by a

fountain which is in Jesreel." (Mr. Courtney, we

suppose, would have us believe that
. the Israelite

army pitched their camp in the spring literally.)

Gesenius also refers to Ezek. x: 15, where "beih

nehar Chebar," is by him translated in Greek,
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'"

*By the rs?er

Chebar." (So then, -when it is said John >was

baptizing en Jordanee, this language in a Jew's

mouth might just as well mean #J Jordan AS in

Jordan.) As an illustration of the 3d use, he

gives,among other places, Levit. viii : 32, "he shall

burn 'with' fire;" which the Hebrew expresses by
fbeth' and the Septaugint by en. So that it is not

true there is any probability arising from the

usage of the preposition en, in Jewish hands, that

the words "baptized en to pneumati hagio, kai en

puri," mean baptized 'in? rather than ^baptized

twith? But then also, to make it perfectly plain ;

th sacred writers show that they -use -'eft in the

sense of baptizing 'with' water, by using -as an

equivalent -expression, the ablative -of i'rtstTU'nient

(hudate baptise) without -any preposition at all.

This is the case for instance, in Luke iii : 16 ; Acts

i: 5; Acts xi : 16. Is not the indignant aston-

ishment of the reader now rather turned on the

schoolmaster, for thus hoodwinking his ignorant

victims, than on Mr. Johnson, for claiming the

propriety of the English version? Or was the

author ignorant of the well known distinction be-

tween classic .and Hebraistic rreek 1 Then is"be

not a pretty man, to presume to discuss the Ian-

gauge of the .original Scriptures, and .to hurl his

SQurrlLities broadcast, at. all the-wise and good men
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who have ventured to speak the truth about'bap-

tisml

But, in the third place, when this prophecy of

John: " There couieth One after uie .... He
shall baptize you with the Holy Grhost and with

fire," is seen in the light of 'its fulfilment, in the

book of Acts, at the places above cited, the mean-

ing appears without the possibility of a doubt.

There the Holy Grhost, which baptized them, is

"poured out" "poured forth," "fell -on them, as on

us at the beginning ;" aiid the fire which baptized
them "sat on each of them as it had been doyen

tongues." No matter what the usage of the pre-

position might be, every man in his senses:would

see that the Holy G-host was applied to. their per-

sons, and not their persons dipped into the Holy
G-host. But then, if John, and the iBook qf Acts

quoting John, speak.of baptism with the .Spirit,

and with water in the same breath, the inference

is unavoidable, that the two baptisms were similar

in their mode. Hence it was, that it suited the

purpose of the author of Theodosia not to have

pastor Johnson quote the Acts in connexion with

John the Baptist.

But the.author could not avoid, in such .a work,

touching upon so well known a passage ;
and he

therefore introduces it in the nejtt chapter of his

book, after he had, as he hoped, ^broben.the force
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of the argument from it, by deceiving his readers

concerning the usage and meaning of the prepo-
sition. On page 97, pastor Johnson is represented
as employing the argument we have stated above;
that the prediction concerning the baptism 'with'

the Holy G-host, is seen in the second chapter of

Acts, to befulfiled by 'pouring out' and 'shedding

forth.' Henee, the inference, that water baptism
was by the same mode. And what, does the rea-

der suppose, is the Imjnersionist's reply 1 On page

98, Miss Theodosia explains the case thus :

"As Christ had told James and John that they
should be immersed or overwhelmed by sufferings

and sorrows, so now He tells all the disciples that

they shall- in a few days be immersed or over-

whelmed by the influences of the Holy Spirit.

That these influences should cover, overpower, and

swallow up their minds, as the water in baptism
did their bodies. It is no more a literal baptism,

than the baptism of suffering, in Matthew. It -is

a metaphor : and the allusion is not to the act

done in baptism, so much as to the result
;
that is,

the swallowing up and overwhelming of their minds

by the flood of life, and light, and joy, and hea-

venly influence, which that day came upon their

souls." On page 99, the fair, (yet most unfair,)

polemic strengthens her position by saying :
" The

Holy Spirit cannot be literally poured out, or
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sprinkled out, nor could the disciples be literally

immersed in Him any more than they had already
'been

;
for He is, and always was, every where pre-

sent, and had always surrounded them on every

side,". &c.

The first thing to be noticed in this precious

piece of exposition, is the completeness: with

which Theodosia tangles herself in her own net.

She is very careful to show that the baptism
f
iri>

(as she will have it,) the Holy Grhost, is a thorough
"
covering up," a "swallowing up," of the Apostles.

But, if the whole thing is merely a metaphor, and

contains no "allusion to the act done in baptism,"

why need she care whether the application of the

Holy Grhost was a pouring or a covering up ? She

knows she is not telling the truth, when she says

there is no allusion to the mode
;
and hence her

anxiety to make that mode a dipping as nearly as

possible. The reasoning is as perfect a jewel of

consistency as that of the old lady, who being

charged with cracking a borrowed kettle, asserted

first that the kettle was not cracked at all, and

second that it was already cracked when she got
it. See also Mr. Courtney, pp. 151, 152*.

Next, is there not a spice of impiety and infi-

delity in asserting, in the teeth of the word of

God, that there was no literal baptism at all, but

only a 'mere metaphor?' If this baptism of the

c
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Holy Ghost was not -a literal reality, then several

things, oh, Theodosia, inevitably follow
;
as for in-

stance, that the predictions of John the Baptist

and Christ were false; that the Apostles received

no spiritual qualifications and authority for

setting up the new dispensation, for- legisla-

ting for the Church, and for completing the :
canon

of Scripture ;
which would leave thee, unhappy

maid, as well as the rest of us undipped Christ- .

ians, in rather a sorry case. No, you should have
1

said, if you had been as thorough a dialectician as

dipper, that there was here no material baptism ;

although there was a literal and real baptism of

Spiritual influences. But then, inasmuch as ma-

terial, water baptism is but a symbolical rite, in

which the significancy depends wholly on the faith-

fulness with which it represents to the sen-

ses the spiritual reality ;
and inasmuch as .the

Holy Spirit was pleased to use the very word, bap-

tism, of this literal and real spiritual blessing, it

is God's own definition of baptism as a pouring
out of the element on the person baptized.

Again, when Miss Theodosia argues that it could

not be a literal pouring, because the disciples were

always equally surrounded by the omnipresent
essence of G-od, the Spirit, this fact, if it proves

anything, equally proves that it could not be an
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immersion. Why then did she trouble herself,

seeing she,acknowledges this in express words on

page 99, to argue on page 88, that the figure was

expressive of 'covering up ?' It would not be ex-

pressive of mode at all.

But on page 101, she proceeds to cap the cli-

max of self-contradictions by introducing that fa-

mous passage, Bom. vi : 3, and claiming that the

- "burial with Christ by baptism," clearly proves

immersion was the mode of water baptism. Where

now is the argument that a figurative reference

can prove nothing as to mode, because it is "merely
a metaphor ?" The same pretty mouth which then

blew hot, now blows cold. In Acts, where a pour-

ing down of the influences of the Holy Ghost is

expressly called a baptism, there can be no indica-

tion of the mode of water baptism. But in Romans,
where Christians are figuratively said (for in this

case the burial is only figurative) to be "buried with

Christ by baptism" (It is not said that the baptism
was the burial, but only its -sign,) there forsooth,

the allusion to immersion is indisputable ! Nay,

verily, you shall not thus play fast and loose with

us, at the convenience of your inconsistent theory.
Fie on you, fair sophist ; Or, we should rather

say, Fie on the author, for filling the lips of his

. lovely heroine with such a batch of absurdities.
Cl
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As we have thus introduced Bom. vi : 3 we may
as well call the reader's attention to a remark of

the veracious psedagogue, Courtney, at the bottom

of page 154,
" That the allusion here is to the act

of immersion, is so evident, that none but the most

determined and unreasonable cavillers pretend to

deny it, I do up not know of any single com-'

mentator, whose opinions are entitled to any re-

spect, who has ventured to differ in regard to this ;

point from Luther and Calvin, and Doddridge and

McKnight, and Chalmers who all agree that the

allusion is to the ancient form of baptism by im-

mersion," &c. Now will not the reader be sur-

prised, when he learns that it is utterly false, that

Calvin, in his commentary on this passage, "agrees"

to any such thing ? There is not one word in his

whole remarks, which even implies such an admis-

, sion
;
and their whole tenour strongly implies the

contrary. Well, before we are done with Mr.
- Courtney, the reader will cease to be surprised
- at any thing which he asserts. But again: the

learned psedagogue "does not know of any single
- commentator, whose opinions are entitled to any

respect," that dares to differ from him on this

point. We can inform him and his readers, that

; both Beza, and Brown of Haddington, Calvin and
"

Henry, and Scott and Hodge, and Stuart and Hal-
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dane, the eight commentaries which we happened
to have at hand, all differ from him

;
and express-

ly or tacitly discard his view of the passage. No

doubt, a little examination might increase the

number to twenty. Shall we conclude that the

opinions of these eminent men " are entitled to-

no respect;" or that they were not known to>

Mr. Courtney's ignorance. The public will

judge. As Dr. Scott has been mentioned, it

may be added that this well known and judicious

writer, in a few simple lines, effectually refutes the;

idea that the passage contains any reference to-

the mode of baptism. He shows that not water

baptism, nor its mode, but that union to Christ

which it signifies, is the thing upon which the

Apostle reasons, in order to prove that he who

truly partakes of Christ's justifying righteousness

will also certainly partake of his deadness to sin,

so that introducing a reference to the mode of

baptism here really spoils the beauty of the

Apostle's meaning. And then, if burial, the first

of the three figures by which our spiritual bap-

tism into Christ is here illustrated, must be inter-

preted as indicating the mode of water baptism,

the other two figures ought, in all consistency, to

be so interpreted likewise, so as to make our water

baptism not only like a burial, but like a
planting

c3
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and like a crucifixion. We suggest to our Im-

mersionist neighbours that they shall amend their

sectarian psalmody, so as to sing not only about

the "liquid grave," but also about the "liquid

,soil," and the "
liquid cross and nails,"
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CHAPTEE III.

Baptism of the Three Thousand.

ANOTHER specimen of false issues maybe found

in the manner in which the fishy Uncle Jones is

made to state the argument against immersion,

from the baptism of the three thousand on the

day of Pentecost
; page 1 14, &c. (Of the false

citations here, more hereafter.) The good Uncle

suspends the question chiefly on these two points,

that there was not water enough accessible, nor

time enough for twelve men to immerse three

thousand persons. To these two points Theodosia

replies that there was plenty of water
;
and proves,

it, to her own satisfaction (by false quotations.)

She then argues (page 116,) that they were not

all baptized the first day ;
and then proves that

they were all baptized the first day by the Twelve,

and that with ease. She must reconcile her own

contradictions
;
we cannot. But the author- takes

excellent care not to let foolish Uncle Jones utter,

w.hat is the decisive point in the argument : that

even if two hundred and fifty adults could be im-

mersed in one afternoon, one by one, (this being
the number which would have fallen to each of

c4
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the Twelve,) one man could not immerse two hun-

dred and fifty adults in immediate succession,

without being completely exhausted. Dipping is

excessively hard work, to subject and operator;
'

(Is not' its popularity with self-righteous minds

due to this ?) and it is therefore mere trickery for

the author to tell us that twenty persons can be

immersed in fifteen minutes; (page 118,) when

every Immersionist preacher knows, after a half-

hour of such work, he is so thoroughly exhausted,
that he must come out of the waterJ

The reasonableness of this assertion, that three

thousand adults could find the means of an extem-

porary immersion in Jerusalem, in one afternoon,

may be brought to a very practical test. Well

watered as the city of Richmond is, with water-

pipes, creeks, and wells, was there ever a "
Bap-

tizing" of any extent, among our modern Immer-

sionists there, before baptisteries were expressly

provided in their churches, that they were not

compelled to adjourn to the noble James? Now
if Richmond did not afford the means of giving an

extempore dip to a company of twenty or thirty

converts, is it even plausible to assert, that Jeru-

salem, in a most dry climate and season, could pro-

vide them for three thousand 1 It had no great

river running just outside of its walls. Outside,
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it was dry, (says Dr. Eobinson,) so totally, dry,

that every beseiging army which has surrounded it,

has had to bring its water from a distance. Within,
it had sufficient rain water cisterns and open re-

servoirs to supply the population with water for

domestic purposes.
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CHAPTEK IY.

Christ Messing Little Children.
,

ON the 207th and following pages of Theo.dosia,

the reader will find a similar instance, affecting

the argument for the far more important doctrine

of infant baptism. Silly old Mr. Johnson is rep-

resented as advancing the instance of Christ's

blessing infants, (recorded in Matt, xix : 13, 14;

Mark x : 13, &c.; Luke xviii : 15, &c.,) in proof

of their title to baptism. The courteous Courtney

replies, page 208.
" I can't see one word about baptism in it."

"
Oh, (says the pastor,) I do not say that, bap-

tism is expressly named in it
; but, sir, the infer'

ence is irresistible, that these children were

brought to be baptised, and that the people were

accustomed to bring their children for that pur-

pose, and that Jesus commanded His disciples

never to forbid it, as you Baptists have done, but

to suffer the little children to come to Him, and

make a part of His visible Church."

Thus the author deceitfully represents, that

this is the main argument which Presbyterians

found on this passage ;
when he knew perfectly
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well, that the use which all intelligent . Paedo-

baptists make of the passage is totally different
;

that they do not undertake to prove here that

those infants were baptized by Christ
;
for indeed,

they do not believe that Christian baptism was

yet instituted. Of course, any. juggling chopper
of logic can win an apparent victory, by thus put-

ting into the mouth of an imaginary adversary, a

false and foolish issue, and then refuting it. But

what must be his impudent contempt for readers

whom he expects to gull by so coarse a trick.

The true manner in which Psedobaptists argue
from this passage is this : That it is impious to

suppose this blessing of Christ futile, or misplaced
or inoperative. So that, here is a total refutation

given by Jesus Christ Himself to the main rational

objection of Immersionists against infant baptism*
Their objection is, that.it is absurd to administer

a religious rite to a little senseless infant
;
because

he is too young to profit by it. But here Jesus

Christ administers a religious rite, which undoubt-

edly was profitable to infants. The objection

is swept away. Here we see that the grace of Grod

can benefit infants. If they can partake gospel

blessings, (as all must, who die in infancy, unless

we are willing to teach infant damnation,) where

is the absurdity of their partaking in gospel ordi-

nances, should God so ordain ?
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Between pages 206, 207, of Theodosia, the pub-
lishers have introduced two wood cuts, which they .

doubtless thought very witty, exhibiting, as they

supposed, the absurdity of administering the water

of baptism to a little squalling, frightened, baby.

Now, we suggest that in their next edition, they
substitue another subject for pictorial satire, which

every one will perceive to be precisely as just and

appropriate, as this burlesque cut of an infant

baptism. It should represent the folly of the pious
Jewish mothers, in bringing their little senseless

babies to be blessed by our Kedeemer, when they
were too young to comprehend His language or

acts : and should exhibit them frightened nearly v

into fits by the strange actions of the strange man,

Jesus; and struggling back out of His arms into

their mothers', with their faces distorted with

screams. We propose to Messrs. Graves, Marks

& Co., to try their hands at this : then perhaps

the world will comprehend whether their present

caricatures are witty or impious.

But our main inference is more important still.

Our Saviour defends His blessing them, by say-

ing :
" For of such is the kingdom of heaven."

That is, He has blessed them, because of such is

the kingdom of heaven. To give to the words
4
kingdom of heaven1

here, any other sense than

that of Christ's Church, makes absolute noneaense ;
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(as even the audacious Courtney does not venture

to deny, when on page 209, he alludes in a meagre
and partial manner to this argument.) Our Sa-

viour, then, expressly calls infants a portion of His

Church. But, as all admit that baptism is the ini-

tiatory ordinance by which members enter the

Church, infants who are Church members, are of

course entitled to baptism. This argument the

author takes good care not to state fairly. (We
do it for him.) He does, indeed, endeavour

to parry its by saying that our Savio'ur does not

say infants belong to His Church, but that per-

sons who would truly enter it must b'e such as

infants
;
that is, must be lowly, harmless and ami-

able. And this interpretation he professes to sup-

port by the concessions of two Psedobaptists,

Barnes and Olshausen. If Mr. Courtney had had

the honesty to quote all that Mr. Barnes says, in

his notes on Matt. xix. 13, 14, the reader would

have seen that his remarks (ill judged and uncrit-

ical; as Barnes often is,) give the Immersionist

no support. For Mrl Barnes also says substan-

tially, that the Jews had always been accustomed

to bring their children to Grod by circumcision, and

therefore it did not seem to them unnatural to

bring them now to Christ. As for Olshausen, a

German Rationalist, be he bepraised or not by
injudicious Englishmen and Americans, we BUS-
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pect we know muck more about him than. Mr.

Courtney. Does Mr. Courtney say that he en-

dorses, him as correct and reliable ? If he does

not, he has no business to quote his interpretation
as authority. If he does, then we tell him that

he has endorsed a batch of theological errours,

which would result justly in his expulsion from

any respectable Immersionist Church. When will

this author learn, that Presbyterians do not hold

themselves responsible for the false glosses of com-

mentators, rationalistic or pious 1 We interpret

the Scriptures for ourselves, [diligently using all

helps, indeed] in the exercise of common sense,

and the fear of God. But if quoting learned

names is worth anything, we might quote great

men, from Calvin down to Dr. Rudolph Stier, a

German, too, and a more recent and learned ex-

positor than Olshausen, who expressly contradict

the latter. (See for instance, Stier's words of

Jesus, edition of T. T. Clark, Edinburg, vol. 3,

p. 21.)

But, away with all this
;

let the reader fairly

consider the words of our Saviour under remark,

for himself; he will see that they must be inter-

preted as we have done above. The plain reasons

are as follows : When Christ says, "Of such are

the kingdom," the word * such' must be fairly un-

derstood to mean the infants and persons resemb-
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.ling them. It does not exclude the former. . For

this is its common meaning in the gospels. When,
for. -instance, Luke says, (Acts xxii. 22,) that the

Jews, ahout to attempt St. Paul's life, "lifted up
their voices and said : away with SUCH a fellow

from the earth :" does any one suppose they meant,

not Paul, but other persons resembling Paul? No
;

it is as though they had said,
u Away with THIS

fellow from the earth." Let the reader also ex-

amine Matt. ix. 8
;

xviii. 5
;
Mark vi. 2

;
ix. 37

;

Luke ix. 9
;
xiii. 2 : John iv. 23; ix. 16; Acts xvi.

24, &c. It is needless to multiply cases. So, in

our text
;
-when Christ says,

" Of such is the king-

dom," His fair meaning is :
" Of THESE (in part)

is the kingdom." That this was His meaning, is

proved, second by this: that the other idea, of

presenting little ones as symbols, or resemblances

of what a Christian should be, is out of place

here
;
because Matthew has a little before recorded

Christ's use of that comparison. In Matt, xviii.

2, 4,
" Jesus called a little child, and set him in

the midst, and said, Except ye be converted, and

become as little children, ye shall not enter into the

kingdom of heaven." That matter having been so

lately recorded, it is unreasonable to suppose that

the sacred writer meant no more by introducing a

new and different incident. But, third, and chiefly :

If it is said that Christ put His hands on children
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and blessed them, only because their infantile

state is a pretty illustration of what the Christian

character should be, His act and language are

turned into sheer nonsense. God often compares
His Christians to sheep, and some times to doves.

Is this a reason why Christ should take up young
lambs into His arms and bless them ? Nothing
but the utmost heedlessness, or most stubborn

prejudice, could ever lead any one to put such an

argument into the Saviour's mouth. That they

aptly symbolized true subjects of His kingdom, is

no reason whatever why they should be suffered

to come to Him and receive His divine blessing.

That they were themselves among the subjects of

His kingdom, was a good reason why they should

receive His blessing. But if some infants are

members of His Church, some infants should re-

ceive baptism, the acknowledged mark of mem-

bership.
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CHAPTER Y.

Family Baptisms.

WE shall find another glaring instance of so-

phistry on pages 236, &c.; where Courtney is in-

troduced as discussing with Mr. Johnson the argu-

ment from household baptisms in favour of the

baptism of infants. After professing to convince

himself, by a series of perversions of Scripture,

and hardy assertions without evidence, that none

of the families baptized by the Apostles, or their

order, happened to have infants in them, the irate

pedagogue proceeds (page 235, bottom :)

" But I am not willing" to pass so readily from

these passages. You are accustomed, Mr. John-

son, and so are all your ministers, to present

these as proof texts for infant baptism. You will

probably go and do it again : though I pray that

God may give you a better mind." (Very chari-

table, most meek master; to pray that we may
not be given up to the enormous wickedness of

saying that Grod's word means a given thing, after

your infallibility has pronounced that it does not !)

"
They stand as proof texts in your

( Confession of

Faith ;'
and yet, in truth, neither they nor you

to
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have ever believed them to be such, or else you are

more inconsistent in your conduct than sensible

men are often found to be." (Oh, courteous

Courtney!)

He then proceeds to say that, jf these Instances

of household baptism were believed by us to prove

any thing, we should also baptize all the domes-

tics, and adult children, slaves, and even wives,

on the faith of the father v As we " do not dare"

to do this,.it shows that even we do not truly find

any evidence here for infant baptism.

Now, our first remark on this angry demonstra-

tion is, that it proceeds on this postulate : That

no man is to be supposed to be sincerely convinced

of a principle, except he acts it out consistently ?

That is, partial inconsistency with one's own prin-

ciples sincerely held, is never seen among sensible

men ! Well, by this way of arguing, we shall

prove that the Courtney's "pure mind" has never

truly seen or felt any evidence for the proposi-

tions, that railing, false witness, and malignity

towards brethren, are sins. For he is indubita-

bly found indulging pretty freely in all three

practices in these pages. Again ;
we shall prove

that Immersionists usually
" have never believed"

what they themselves say, when they teach that

dipping a believer is the only valid baptism. For

if they really believed it, consistency would re-
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quire them to hold, that nobody but Immersionists

are Church members; that, consequently, there

are no Churches except theirs; and that, conse-

quently, Paedobaptist ministers are no ministers

at all
;
and their preaching is nothing but impu-

dent presumption. Whereas, in fact, Immersion-

ists usually treat
'

Paedobaptist Churches practi-

cally as true Churches, everywhere except at the

Lord^s Table
;
and are usually very glad to have

Presbyterian ministers preach for them, in seasons

of revival. Why, oh, consistent Courtney, is not

the one argument as good as the other 1

But our second remark is : that, according to

the Jewish institution of circumcising households,

no kind of servants, domestics, or retainers were

allowed to be circumcised upon the faith of their

masters, except literal slaves belonging to the mas-

ters. (See Exodus xii : 44, 45.) Now, as we suppose
the Abrahamic institution to be still substantially

inforce, none but slaves could, by any construction,

even the loosest, be embraced in " the household."

The objection, therefore, applies to n.one but Pae-

dobaptist slaveholders in these Southern States

a very small corner of Paedobaptist Christendom.

In every other part of the world, the incautious

Courtney would find his notable demonstration

worthless. But now, if Paedobaptism is a sound

doctrine all over Christendom, except among
D*
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American .slaveholders, we pray does the incon-

sistency of that little fragment make it unsound

to all the world? As to the case of the wife,

whom Mr. Courtney thinks we ought to baptize,

though unbelieving, on the faith of the husband,
we remark, that women, under the Abrahamic

covenant, were not circumcised at all. But more :

the Jews' could, not lawfully have a wife who was

not also a member of the visible Church; for he

was not allowed to marry any other. (See Nehe-

miah xxiii : 23-27.) In the institution from

which we suppose
" household baptisms" arose,

such a case as Mr. Courtney imagines could not

arise
; and, therefore, the Apostles naturally would

not baptize the unbelieving wife on the faith of

the husband, even though they baptize the chil-

dren.

Once more; thte polemical paedagogue studiously

keeps out of view the fact, that Presbyterians

usually show from the Scriptures, that in every
case of "household baptism," it was the oikos

which was baptized on the faith of the father, and

not the oikia; the family proper, and not the

household ! And we prove, by unmistakable

usage, New Testament and classic, that the Greek

writers of that age, usually made the distinction

in the use of the two words. The oikos, in its lit-

eral sense, was the dwelling proper of the husband,
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wife, and offspring ;
and in its derived, or figura-

tive sense, it was the family strictly ;
that is, the

children. The oikia was the premises or curtilage

(including outhouses, barn, stables,) in its literal

sense
;
and hence, in its figurative sense, embraced

both children and dependents. That the English
version does not make this distinction apparent,
is no fault of ours. Now, the Holy Spirit has not

said that any oikia was baptized, in the New Tes-

tament, on the faith of its head
;
but it has said

that the oikos was. This is the reason of the con-

duct which the indignant Courtney considers so

inconsistent in us Presbyterians.
" Ah, but," he

urges, "you don't baptise the adult children on

the faith of the father !" and yet they belong to

the oikos, as well as the oikia. Well, perhaps if

patriarchal government still subsisted in the world,

as it did among the Hebrews, so that the pious
father had the means of securing the use of the

means of grace, and a religious life, from his adult

children, we would baptize them also. But in a

country like ours, where both custom and law

make the adults social equals to their parents, we

submit, they hardly form a part of the oikos, in

the Abrahamic sense. Presbyterians are not quite
so easily caught, oh, sapient schoolmaster ! They
have thought over , these things .before you were

born.

D3
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CHAPTER YI.

The Church One in Both Testaments.

shall conclude this part of our review, by

referring the reader to an admission made by the

author's mouth piece, on page 292. By this time,

the fishiness of Uncle Jones is developed into a

positive aquatic propensity ;
he has pretty much

made up his mind to go under the water but the

Church session to which he . belongs, and his col-

leagues in the Presbyterian Faculty, have been

remonstrating and arguing with him. His promp-
ter (the ever prompt psedagogue,) is listening to

his account of the conversation, and advising the

proper replies to their arguments. Concerning,
the well known and irrefragible arguments that as

children were embraced under the Abrahamic

covenant, and as the Abrahamic covenant still

subsists, children are of course, to be included,

until a positive enactment is given from the Head ,

of the Church excluding them
;
this reply is ad-

vised, (p. 292.) .

" I should have said to them further : Gentle-

men, you call the Jewish nation the Church of

God and tell us that the Christian Church is the
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'

same under a different dispensation. But Christ

calls the the nation the world in opposition to His

Church. The disciples to whom Christ spake,

(John ixv : 19,) were men in good and regu-

lar standing in the Jewish nation, which you call

the Church. Yet Christ says: 'I have chosen you
out of the world; and, therefore, the world!; (that

is the Jewish nation,) hateth you.'
* * * The

cases of Nicodemus and Paul are also cited, and

the author proceeds :
" The Jews needed conver-

sion as much as any, before they could make any

portion of the. Church of Grod. This Church G-od

setup for the first time when John began to

preach. There were good men, pious, devoted

men among the Jews, but they were not gathered
into a Church. The Jewish nation had some re-

ligious privileges ; but it was not in the gospel

sense a Church."

We have quoted these repetitious statements at

large, that the reader may see how fully and em-

phatically it is asserted that Grod had no Church

in the world, till the days of John Baptist;. But
before we proceed 'to the use which we intend to

make of this fatal admission, let .us sweep away
the little cobweb of argument ^founded on our

Saviour's- words to His disciples :
" I have chosen

you out of the world." One remark accomplishes
this- that the argument assumes the point in de-
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bate. If the Churcli of the New Testament is

such that worldly, that is unconverted people,
cannot be in it, then it follows that Christ would

not speak of choosing out of the world, one of its

members. But to assume that Christ's Church is

such, is the very thing which remains to be proved

by the exclusive advocate of "believer's baptism."
Let us see how far this notable argument would

cut. In Phil, iii: 18, Paul says: "For many
walk, of whom I have told you often, and now tell

you even weeping, that they are the enemies of

the cross of Christ, whose end is destruction,

whose god is their belly, and whose glory is in

their shame, who mind earthly (worldly) things."

We rather think that, had Christ chosen td call
/

one of these professors to true conversion, he

would have "chosen them out of the world." Tet

they were also members already of the Phillipian

Christian Society. Therefore, that society was

not a Christian Church ! Ah ! true enough it was

not an Immersionist church.

Again, according to Mr. Courtney and all his

brethren, Peter and his friends were already in

the Church, (founded by John the Baptist,) when

Christ first called them. For it is very clear that

if John's baptism of them is admitted not to be

Christian baptism, we are utterly without evidence
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that Peter was ever baptized at all, and then we

should have Peter, in this very 16th chapter of

John, partaking of the first Lord's Supper, ad-

ministered by the hands of our Saviour Himself,

while Peter was still unimmersed ; together with

sundry other consequences enormous and dreadful

in the Courtney's eyes. He must hold, therefore,

that Peter had gotten into the Church "
through

the door," by the help of John and the Jordan,

before that selection of him by Christ to which

our Saviour refers. Why multiply instances, as

we easily might do ! In one word, does any body

deny thai,, in true gospel- Churches, there may
usually be found worldly .members; so that if

"G-od's grace should effectually call one of them

out of his worldliness to genuine holiness, his con-

version might provoke the carnal opposition of

other unconverted members like himself? When
Grod, by His grace, raised up Andrew Fuller to

preach the great
- truth in the Immersionist

Churches of Great Britain, of which he was a mem-

ber, that " the gospel is worthy of all accepta-

tion ;" did he not meet the hatred and opposition

of worldly, Antinomian members of that denomi-

nation? Therefore Mr. Courtney should reason

because there was worldliness in -that denomina-

tion, to hate that holy man when following Christ's

call, the English Immersionists were not a true
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Church ! This is the consistent Courtney's argu-

ing,not ours.

A very zealous Immersionist lady once told us,

that she witnessed a conversational discussion on

infant baptism, in a stage-coach, between a dis-

tinguished Episcopal divine, and a famous Immer-

sionist champion, (to whom we recognize the in-

debtedness of the author of Theodosia in thisj and

other lucky loans.) The Episcopalian advanced

the usual argument from the substantial identity

of the Abrahamic, with the New Testament

Church. The Immersionist replied by saying :

"How then could our Lord say to Peter and his

brethren^-*! have chosen you out of the world?'"

"Whereupon," said our informant, "the Episco-

palian was struck dumb !" We surmised in our-

selves, that the reason was, not that the marvel-

lous reply was unanswerable, but that politeness

forbade its being dealt with as it deserved, and

that, finding the unscrupulous character of his an-

tagonist, he wisely concluded to discontinue the

discussion. Similar politeness, of course, forbade

us from exposing the nonsense of the argument
to our fair friend

;
so that we left her in uncon-

scious ignorance, supposing that it was as unan-

swerable to us, as to the Episcopal divine.

But this is by the way. We beg our readers

to observe that this favourite Immersionist advo-
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cate, the author of Theodosia, has found it neces-

sary, deliberately to deny the existence of any pro-

per Ghurch of Grodin the earth before the Christian

era. To the Jews, he says, there never was a

Church. Israel was only a nation, not a Church
;

and in Israel there was no proper Church ! Very
well; we take it for granted that, had there been

any other way to evade the inevitable result of

our argument from the perpetuity of the Grospel

covenant made with Abraham, the cautious Court-

ney would not have resorted to this desperate po-
sition. We accept it, therefore, as the implied

(yet clear) admission of the highest Immmersibn-

ist authorities, that either infant baptism is right,

or it must be denied that Grod had any Church

among the Jews.

Now then, let us see how directly Immersion-

ism has to fly into the teeth of the express word

of Grod. The reader of the English Bible sees

that Grod's professed people are called in the Old

Testament,
" the congregation of the Lord." Let

him see for instance, how the word is used in Ne-
hemiah xiii: 1 Psalms xxii : 22 Joelii : 16. In

these places, and many others, the Septuagint
Greek version renders it church (ekklesia.) Is not

this evidence enough that the words are the same
;

that the Lord's congregation of the Old Testament

was the Lord's Church? But again, in Acts vii:
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38, the inspired Stephen says, speaking of Moses :

" This is he that was in the Church in the wilder-

ness," &c. In Hebrews ii : 12, the Apostle rep-

resents David as saying, (in the Psalm xxii : 22,)-
" In the midst of the Church will I sing praise

unto Thee." True, if the English reader will

turn to the English version of that Psalm, he will -.

find the word congregation. But we presume the

Apostle knew what David meant as well, at least,

as the English translators. Again,- Hebrews iii :

5-6, it is said : "And Moses verily was faithful

in all his house, as a servant, for a testimony of

those things which were to be spoken after; but

Christ as a Son, over His own house, whose house

are we if we hold fast the confidence." Judicious

commentators, for instance, Dr. Grill, the great

Immersionist, agree that the house means the

Church, in which Moses was a servant, and Christ

a Prince, (being the King's Son,) and to this house

we belong, says the Apostle, if we do not aposta-

tize. So then, it seems there was an Old Testa-

ment Church
;
and it is that which New Testa-

ment believers join ! Once more
;
let the reader

examine Eom. x\ 17-24, and he will find the

Apostle presenting these ideas in substance to

G-entile believers : the one common church of both

dispensations is a good olive tree
;
from which the

rejected Jews were broken off, for their unbelief,
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when they rejected and crucified Christ, and 'into

which . G-entiles were engrafted. But at length

Israel will be brought into the Church again; and

this will be a re-engrafting of them (at the ap-

proach of the niillenium) into " their own olive

tree."

But perhaps the author*of Theodosia may avail

himself of the plea, (which he so strenuously con-

demned, when trying to make baptizo mean dip

only$) that the same word may have more than

one meaning ;
so Stephen's calling Israel the

" Church in the wilderness," may not necessarily

prove that it was properly a church in the Bible

sense. Very well: by what attributes or marks

can a society be identified as<^ Church of God? Is

a Church a -body which is separated by profession

from the world, to the service of G-od ? So was

Israel. Is a Church a body marked by the use of

divinely appointed Sacraments 1 So was . Israel.

It had its circumcision and passover. Is a church

a body organized under a ministry ? So was Israel.

Does a church statedly maintain' the worship of

Grod ? So did Israel. Is a church a school in

which the teaching of Grod's revealed word is main-

tained from age to age ? 'So was Israel. See Kom.
iii : 2. Yea more : the society founded in the fam-

ily of Abraham enjoyed that most peculiar privi-

lege of the Gospel church, the preaching of the
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Gospel. St. Paul tells us (Gal. iii: 8) that" the

Scripture preached before the G-ospel unto, Abra-

ham." Yea, our Saviour Himself says: "Your
Father Abraham rejoiced to see My day ;

and

he saw it and was glad." (John viii : 56.) So that

Israel has every mark of a true church. Yea, of

being the true Gospel Church, except this: it did

not exclude infants. It would not stickle for

" believer's baptism," (or circumcision.) There,

Mr. Courtney, is the fatal thing*which unchurches

it, in your eyes ! But whether this state of facts

proves ihat Israel was no church, or that you are

wrong in your dogma, the intelligent reader may
decide. -

But upon what age of the world have we fallen,

that there should be occasion for a Christian to

set again about proving that Grod had a Church

under the old dispensation 1 We seem to our-

selves to have gone back three hundred years, to

some of those "times of ignorance which Grod

winked at," when the Reformers were fast emerg-

ing from the mists of Popery, and had all the

wildness and fanaticism of Anabaptism to resist.
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CHAPTEB VII.

Misrepresentation of Authorities.

WE now proceed to .another part of the work

which we proposed to ourselves, for the righteous

chastisement of this wicked publication. We
have given our readers specimens enough of its

false and dishonest arguing. We have shown them

in a number of instances, that the seeming tri-

.timph of its logic is procured by the low arr

tifices of raising false issues, and assuming the

point in debate. So we might extend our refuta-

tions and exposures throughout the book, till the

reader was wearied and disgusted even to nausea,

with the exhibition of such unvarying sophistry.

We pause in this series of exposures, not because

material is wanting, but because we believe that

every reasonable reader is sufficiently satisfied of

the recklessness of the author, and of his utter

unworthiness to be trusted.

We shall now exhibit, in a number of instances,

selected very much at random, the unprincipled
manner in which historical facts and literary au-

thorities are misrepresented, or actually falsified,

.by the author. And here again'; we would assure
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our readers that we do not expose the half of the

instances which admit and deserve such exposure.
We spare him the weariness and disgust of such

an exhibition. Our purpose is only to give in-

stances enough to enable him to judge, for him-

self, the trustworthiness of the book
;
and to see

that its facts are usually as false as its arguments."
Let us$ in this connexion, remind the reader of

the circumstance, already noted, that this falsifier

of history has endeavoured to cover up his tracks

by omitting, in a majority of cases, all reference

to editions, chapters, and pages of the authors he

professes to quote. But it has been in vain.

Once more : a word must be premised concern-

ing the favourite trick of this author; the quoting
of Psedobaptist commentaries and doctors. on his

side of the question. He claims sweeping admis-

sions, as having been made, not only by those crotch-

ety and fantastic (though learned) minds, whose

soundness of judgment all orthodox Christians are

compelled utterly to distrust, on all subjects, as

well as on baptism, such as McKnight, Campbell,

Olshausen, Barnes
;
but also from Luther, Calvin,

Chalmers, Miller, &c. Some he cites as giving

up this proof-text, and some as surrendering that.

Some, he says, admit that baptizo means primarily

nothing but dip ;
and some that dipping was the

undoubted mode 'of the ancient Church. Now,.
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concerning all these citations, (omitting for the

present misrepresentations,) :we have three remarks

to offer. First: were not all these men steady

Psedobaptists in their practices, notwithstanding

these pretended admissions ? Were they not men
of undoubted intelligence and holiness ? Then

every fair reader will take it for granted that they
at least supposed they saw consistent an;d soliijl

grounds for not feeing Immersionists, although thip

fiery slanderer declares it impossible. Now,-gopd

reader, we suggest, that perhaps, it is at least as

provable these great men, whose undoubted wis-

dom, learning, and holiness, all the world vene-

rates, were right, as that this unscrupulous sophist

and defamer, already detected in so many breaches

of confidence, is just in charging them with con-

scious inconsistency. Second : Presbyterians do

not pin their faith to the notions of any unin-

spired teacher, however good. But if human au-

thorities were to decide the question, it would be

perfectly easy for us to show a still greater num-
ber of learned men, who contradict Theodosia'^
authorities. But we shall not insult the under-

standings of Protestant readers by offering such a

settlement. It is amusing to see how, when Pse-

dobaptist doctors seem to say anything that

favours immersion, this author is almost ready to

say :
" It is the voice of a God and not of a man ;"

E
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but if they oppose immersion, at once they are

scoundrels and hypocrites, who practice all the

arts of priestcraft, and hoodwink innocent souls

to their ruin.

But third : We submit it : Is it fair to quote
and apply a concession of a Paedobaptist thust

These commentators honestly believe that baptizo,

whatever may have been its primary, classical

meaning, has come to have a generic, sacramental

meaning, in the New Testament
;
that baptism, in

that sense, is any symbolicalwashing with water,

of a proper subject, by a proper administrator, in

the name of the Trinity; that according to the

teachings of God's word, in such a symbolic sac-

rament, the more of less water, and the mode in

which it is applied to the body, or the body to it,

cannot be of importance ;
and that God has signi-

fied the sufficiency of sprinkling or pouring as a

sacrament, by always representing the blood of

Christ and the grace of the Holy Spirit, (the two

things which the water represents) as poured, shed,

or sprinkled down. Now a commentator holding
these views might admit (what we and the great

majority of Paedobaptists utterly deny,) that many
or all of the baptisms of the New Testament were

by immersion, and yet consistently deny that im-

mersion is necessary or obligatory on us. Now, fs
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.itfair to quote such authors as giving up the point

to the Immersionists 1

Old Wall, (author of a Treatise on Infant Bap-

tism) who is himself so abused by the cunning

Courtney, gives us an amusing instance to show

that the trick of mis-qouting Paedobaptists by
Immersionists is not a new one in our day. Speak-

ing of a learned and accurate Psedobapt ist writer,

Mr. Walker, he says :

"Here by the way, I cannot but take notice how
much trouble such an adventurous author as this

Danvers (an Immersionist,) is able to give to such

a careful and exact answerer as Mr. Walker. Dan-

vers does in this place deal with above twenty
other writers after the same rate as he does with

the two I have mentioned, viz : Scapula, Stepha-

nus, Pasor, Vossius, Leigh, Casaubon, Beza, Cham-

ier, JIammond, Cajetan, Musculus, Piscator, Cal-

vin, Keckerman, Diodat, Gf-rotius, Davenant, Sile-

nus, .Dr. Cave, Wiel, Strabo, and Archbishop
Tillotson. He does, in the space of twelve pages,

quote all these in such words as if they had made

dipping to be of the essence of baptism. Mr.

Walker shows that he has abused every one of

'em
; by affixing to some of 'em words that they

never said, by adding to others, by altering and

mistranslating others, and by curtailing the words

of the rest. But what a Trouble is this, to go
E2

"
'
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our readers that we do not expose the half of the

instances which admit and deserve such exposure.
We spare him the weariness and disgust of such

an exhibition. Our purpose is only to give in-

stances enough to enable him to judge, for him-

self, the trustworthiness of the book
;
and to sec

that its facts are usually as false as its arguments/
Let uSj in this connexion, remind the reader of

the circumstance, already noted, that this falsifier

of history has endeavoured to cover up his tracks

by omitting, in a majority of cases, all reference

to editions, chapters, and pages of the authors he

professes to quote. But it has been in vain.

Once more : a word must be premised concern-

ing the favourite trick of this author; the quoting

of Paedobaptist commentaries and doctors. on his

side of the question. He claims sweeping admis-

sions, as having been made, not only by those crotch-

ety and fantastic (though learned) minds, whose

soundness of judgment all orthodox Christians are

compelled utterly to distrust, on all subjects, as

well as on baptism, such as McKnight, Campbell,

Olshausen, Barnes
;
but also from Luther, Calvin,

Chalmers, Miller, &c. Some he cites as giving

up this proof-text, and some as surrendering that.
"

Some, he says, admit that baptizo means primarily

nothing but dip ;
and some that dipping was the

undoubted mode "of the ancient Church. Now,.
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concerning all these ci.tatiqns, (omitting for the

present misrepresentations,) :we have three remarks

to 'offer. Eirst: were not all these men steady

Psedobaptists in their practices, notwithstanding

these pretended admissions 1 Were they not men
of undoubted intelligence and holiness ? Then

every fair reader will take it for granted that they
at least supposed they saw consistent and solid

grounds for not feeing Immersionists, although thjp

fiery slanderer declares it impossible. Now,-gqad

reader, we suggest, that perhaps, it is at least as

provable these great men, whose undoubted wis-

dom, learning, and holiness, all the world vene-

rates, were right, as that this unscrupulous sophist

and defamer, already detected in so many breaches
of confidence, is just in charging them with con-

scious inconsistency. Second : Presbyterians do

not pin their faith to the notions of any unin-

spired teacher, however good. But if human au-

thorities were to decide the question, it would be

perfectly easy for us to show a still greater num-
ber of learned men, who contradict Theodosia'^
authorities. But we shall not insult the under-

standings of Protestant readers by offering such a

settlement. It is amusing to see how, when Pae-

dobaptist doctors seem to say anything that

favours immersion, this author is almost ready to

say :
" It is the voice of a Qod and not of a man ;"

E
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but if they oppose immersion3 at once they are

scoundrels and hypocrites, who practice all the

arts of priestcraft, and hoodwink innocent souls

to their ruin.

But third : We submit it : Is it fair to quote
and apply a concession of a Psedobaptist thus ?

These commentators honestly believe that baptizo,

whatever may have been its primary, classical

meaning, has come to have a gerferic, sacramental

meaning, in the New Testament
;
that baptism, in

that sense, is any symbolicalwashing with water,

of a proper subject, by a proper administrator, in

the name of the Trinity; that according to the

teachings of God's word, in such a symbolic sac-

rament, the more or less water, and the mode in

which it is applied to the body, or the body to it,

cannot be of importance ;
and that God has signi-

fied the sufficiency of sprinkling or pouring as a

sacrament, by always representing the blood of

Christ and the grace of the Holy Spirit, (the two

things which the water represents) as poured, shed,

or sprinkled down. Now a commentator holding
these views might admit (what we and the great

majority of Paedobaptists utterly deny,) that many
or all of the baptisms of the New Testament were

by immersion, and yet consistently deny that im-

mersion is necessary or obligatory on us. Now, is
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itfair to quote such authors as giviug up the point

to the Immersionists 1
~

'

Old Wall, (author of a Treatise on Infant Bap-

tism) who is himself so abused by the cunning

Courtney, gives us an amusing instance to show

that the trick of mis-qouting Psedobaptists by
Immersionists is not a new one in our day. Speak-

ing of a learned and accurate Paedobapt ist writer,

Mr. Walker, he says :

"Here by the way, I cannot but take notice how
much trouble such an adventurous author as this

Danvers (an Immersionist,) is able to give to such

a careful and exact answerer as Mr. Walker. Dan-

vers does in this place deal with above twenty
other writers after the same rate as he does with

the two I have mentioned, viz : Scapula, Stepha-

nus, Pasor, Vossius, Leigh, Casaubon, Beza> Cham-

ier, Hammond, Cajetan, Musculus, Piscator, Cal-

vin, Kecherman, Diodat, Grotius, Davenant, Sile-

nus, .Dr. Cave, Wiel, Strabo, and Archbishop
Tillotson. He does, in the space of twelve pages,

quote all these in such words as if they had made

dipping to be of the essence of baptism. Mr.

Walker shows that he has abused every one of

'em
; by affixing to some of 'em words that they

never said, by adding to others, by altering and

mistranslating others, and by curtailing the words

of the rest. But what a Trouble is this, to go
E2

"
'
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upon such a man's errand from Book to Book,
search .the chapters, (which he commonly names

wrong,) recite the words first as he quotes 'em, and

then as they really are in the Book ! This cost

Mr. Walker three large chapters. And what

would it have been to answer the whole book,

which is all of a piece 1 This is the book which

is so much handed about among the Anti-paedo-

baptists of England." Wall's History of Infant

Baptism, vol. 2, p. 371, 2nd London Edition of

A. D., 1720.

But to our task. On p. 136. The divers "bap-
tisms" of the Pharasees when they come from

market, and of the cups, pots, brazen vessels, and

of tables, (Mark vii : 3-4,) are under discussion.

(The word rendered, "washings," is in the origi-

nal "baptisms."} Even the fishy Uncle Jones

seems to think these baptisms squint awfully to-

wards pouring. But the crafty Courtney comes

to the rescue, with a pretended extract from a

famous Rabbi Maimonides (without means of veri-

fying it by the name of his work, or volume, chap-

ter or page,) who asserts that the Pharasees always

dipped themselves, their vessels, and their couches

on such occasions.

" That will indeed remove every shadow, of

doubt," said the Professor; "but have you indeed

such testimony ?"
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"
Certainly we have," replies the convenient

Courtney ;

" there was a very learned Jew, who

wrote a very elaborate commentary on the Jewish

customs and traditions. Dr. Adam Clarke, the

great commentator, recognizes his authority, and

calls him" (where ;
in what volume, chapter,

page? Oh, cunning Courtney !)
" the great ex-

pounder of the Jewish Law
;
and as he comes thus

*
properly vouched for,' I trust his evidence will

not he disputed. Tbis learned and eminent Rabbi,

commonly called Rabbi Maimonides, says, in his

commentary, 'Every vessel of wood, as a table or

bed, receives defilement, and these were washed

by covering in water, and. very nice and particular

they were,' he adds,
' that they might be covered

all over,'
"

&c., &c.

Now good reader, does not this paragraph make

the impression that, "Dr. Adam Clarke, the great

commentator," (not considered sound by any good

scholars, by the way,) "recognizes the authority"
of Maimonides in connexion with this subject 1

Did not the author intend to make this impres-
sion 1 He does not say so, sly fellow

;
for then

he might be caught. Now we turn to Dr. Adam
Clarke's commentary on Mark vii : 3-4

;
read the

whole of it, and find not one word of Maimonides,
or any Jewish Eabbi, as teaching that these Phari-

sees and their couches were dipped, and see that

E3
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Clarke roundly asserts all through, that -these bap-
tisms were not, and could not be, by immersion!

Now after such an imposture has been attempted
on us as this, we cannot believe that the citation

from Maimonides is true, on this author's '

say-so.'

We do not believe that the author of Theodosia

ever saw these statements in the book of Maimoni-

des, or in any translation even, that he ever saw the

place in Adam Clarke where he '-'properly vouches

for him," that he could tell us where to look for

the citation from either Clarke or Maimonides, or

that he has ever had any means of knowing per-

sonally whether these statements were ever uttered

as he quotes them by the two writers. We will

tell the author and his Immersionsst friends who

and what Maimonides was
;
and they will then see

on what ground we think so.

Certain it is, Clarke makes no admission of

Maimonides' authority at the place in question.

The nearest approach which we can find to it, is

the following : Clarke, in a sort of Bibliographi-

cal work, entitled " Succession of Sacred Litera-

ture," p. 56, describes a copy of the Mischna, or

text of the Babylonish Talmud, published at Am-
sterdam in 1698, with the whole comments of

Maimonides and Bartenora theron. And concern-

. ing this collection, he says :
" This is a very beau-

tiful and correct work, necessary to the library of
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every b iblical critic and divine. He who has it

need be solicitous for nothing more on this sub-

ject." Does this vouch for the correctness of Mai-

monides' statements, or the correctness with which

they are edited and translated 1

In the next place, Maimonides, a Spanish Jew

by birth, was born in the year of our Lord 1131.

(Did not the reader suppose that he was almost a

cotemporary with Christ?) The Babylonian Tal-

mud, on which he wrote both annotations and an

abridgment, was not compiled till the year 500 or

after. Now is this an authority to be set up against

(rod's word, as to Jewish usages at the Christian

era ? If the Jews had departed so widely from

Sacred writ in their traditions, in the four hun-

dred years between the prophets and Christ, how
much more widely may they not have departed in

the next five hundred years of growing apostacy and

superstition ? But a word as to these baptisms of

the Pharasees, when returning from the markets
;

and of cups, pots, couches ! This author claims

Old Testament evidence for the dipping of them,

by referring to the numerous ceremonial washings

enjoined, for instance in Levit. xv :
" He shall

bathe in water." But the word "bathtf* is always

"rahatz," which dos not mean dip, as all know
;

and the preposition is l
bethj which may as justly

be rendered "wash with, water." Again ;
Levit.

4
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xi : 32, is referred to, where it is provided that when

the dead body of an unclean animal falls on a

garment, brazen vessel, &c., "it shall be put into

wa'ter." But this is evidently a soaking, and not

a mere dipping. But, that these daily immersions

of whole persons and bulky furniture could not

be practised in a country of few fountains and

running streams, is plain from this. When water

which had come in contact with anything unclean

stood at all in a vessel, the vessel itself became

unclean, and must be broken. Levit. x : 34-36.

Nothing except a flowing fountain, or pit in which

was much water, could submit to the immersion of

an unclean object, without becoming itself unclean,

with all its water. Hence, pouring must have

been the customary mode, for the lesser daily un-

cieahess at least. And of this we have Bible proof.

See 2 Kings iii : 11. "Here is Elisha the son of

Shaphat, whfch poured water on the hands of Eli-

jah," The reference is to-the time when Elisha,

as a pupil of Elijah, ministered to him ia his re-

ligious purifications. In John ii : 6, we are told,

at the weeding at Gana, there stood " six water

pots of stone, after the manner of the purifying

of the Jews, containing two or three firkins

apiece." These pots the women were acoustotned

to carry on their heads.1

They held- two or three

firkins, (mctretas) and were too small to admit an
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adult's whole body. But they were provided for

the Jew's customary ceremonial baptisms; that is,

to afford a sufficient supply of water, not ceremo-

nially polluted by the immersion of any unclean

thing, to be poured upon the hands of the house-

hold and the guests. As the company had already

assembled and the eating begun, the water had

already been thus used
;
hence (John ii : 7;) Jesus

had to cause the jars to be filled with water.

It would seem, therefore, that (supposing Mai-

monides does assert the the daily purifications of

the Jews were by dipping the whole body, which

we feel not a particle of interest in denying ;)

these apostate, superstitious Jews, in the course

of five or eleven hundred years after Christ, had

"improved upon" the Bible institutions concern-

ing their ceremonial baptisms, very much as Im-

mersionists have done in the superstitious ages of

Romanism^ and in these last (enlightened ?) ages;

The Hydromania has been a growing disease.

We now request the reader to accompany us to

Theodosia's 115th page: where it is desired to

force Psedobaptist authority to prove that there

was plenty of water about Jerusalem, at harvest,

to immerse three thousand adults at once. Dr.

Edward Robinson, an eminent living scholar, Pfb-

fessor in the Presbyterian (Now School) Seminary
in New York, is quoted. He made a tour of the
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holy regions, with the express view of illustrating

biblical antiquities ;
and published his observations

in three valuable volumes. In vol. 1, p. 480-586,
we find the passages from which the sharp school-

master quotes, as follows :

" Dr. Robinson, one of these travellers, speaks
of ' immense cisterns now

;
and anciently, existing

within the area of the Temple, supplied partly

from rain water, and partly from the aqueduct ;'

and tells us also that * almost every private house

had a cistern in it,' p. 480. Speaking of the re-

servoirs, he says, p. 483, *with such reservoirs,

Jerusalem was abundantly supplied, to say noth-

ing of the immense pools of Solomon . beyond

Bethlehem, which were no doubt constructed for
* *

the benefit of the Holy City.'
" ' There are,' he says,

( on the north side of the

city, outside the walls, two very large reservoirs,

one of which is over three hundred feet long, and

more than two hundred feet wide
;
and the other

nearly six hundred feet long, by over two hundred

and fifty feet wide ;' and besides these, he men-

tions the pool of Siloam, and two others, as being

without the walls. "Within the walls, he mentions
* the pool of Bathsheba,'

' the pool of Hezekiah,'

and ' the pool of Bethezda.' The pool of Heze-

kiah, he says, was about two hundred and forty

feet long, by about one hundred and forty-four
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feet broad
;
the pool of Bethhesda, three hundred

and sixty feet long, by one hundred and thirty

wide ;
and besides these, he mentions an aqueduct,

and numerous other fountains." So far, the Pae-

dagogue quoting Dr. Robinson.

The first fact, which damages the utility of this

citation, and the honesty of the author in making

it, is this : that while the scraps he has picked out

of Dr. Robinson's Researches, over a space of

thirty-six pages, may all be found there, they

were picked out of the very midst of other state-

ments such as these : that the " numerous other

fountains" are either veins of water at the bottom

of very deep wells, (as the fountain En Rogel,) or

small springs, either walled in, or arched over,

the thin streams of water flowing from which are

carefully conducted into some subterranean recep-

tacle ;
and that those cisterns in almost every pri-

vate house, were just as available for purposes of

immersion as a common well in Virginia. Mr.

Robinson says, (p. 480-481,) "The cisterns have,

usually, merely a round opening at the top, some-

times built up with stone work above, and fur-

nished with a curb and a wheel for the bucket
;

so that they have, externally, much the .appear-
ance of an ordinary well." * * * * " In this

manner, most of the larger houses and public

buildings are supplied."
- * * * * " Most of
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these cisterns have undoubtedly come down from

ancient times
;
and their immense extent furnishes

a full solution as to the supply of water for the

city." Now, how could this writer select his

scraps, designed to make Dr. Robinson seem to

say, that there were'abundant means at Jerusalem

for immersing the three thousand, without seeing

these statements, which show that his use of them

is deceptive 1 His is not a sin of ignorance.

The second fact, which we wish the reade^ to .

take along, is this : that Dr. Robinson, in another

work, tenfold more known than his Researches in

Palestine, and quoted by this very Courtney, his

Lexicon of the New Testament Greek, does explicit-

ly and directly give in his testimony as to the mode

in whtch the Pentecostal baptisms must have been

performed. This is appended to his definition of

the word baptizo. Sete Harper's Edition of 1850.

When the schoolmaster examined Dr. Robinson

to extract that testimony as to the meaning of the

word, with which he twits us, he must have seen

this passage. If, then, he had wished .to tell his

readers honestly, what Dr. Robinson thought of

the matter, why did he~not give this statement ?

We will do it for him. Dr. R. says, baptizo in

New Testament means 'ablution or effusion.' b.)

"In Acts ii: 41, three thousand persons are said

to have been baptized at Jerusalem apparently in
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one day, at the season of Pentecost in June
;
and

in Acts iv : 4, the same rite is necessarily implied
in respect to five thousand more. Against the

idea of full immersion in these cases, there lies a

difficulty, apparently insuperable, in the scarcity

of water. There is in summer no' running stream

in the vicinity of Jerulalem, except the mere rill

of Siloam, a few rods in length ;
and the city is,

and was, supplied with water from its cisterns and

public reservoirs. See Bibl. Researches in Palest.

I, p. 479-51(5. From neither of these sources

could a supply have been well obtained for the

immersion of eight thousand persons. The same

scarcity of water forbade the use of private baths

as a general custom; and thus also further pre-

cludes the idea of bathing in the passages referred

to in letter a,) (Luke xi": 38; Mark vii : 2, 4, 8.)

c.) In the earliest Latin versions of the New

Testament, as for example the Itala, which Au-

gustine regarded as the best of all (de Boctr.

Christ, ii : 15) and which goes back apparently to

the second century, and to usage connected with

'the apostolic age, the Greek verb baptizo is uni-

formly given in the Latin form baptizo, and is

never translated by immergo or any like word
;

showing that there was something in the rite of

baptism to which the latter did not correspond.

(See Blanchini JEvadgeliarium Quadruplex, etc.
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Horn. 1749.) d.) The baptismal fonts still found

among the ruins of the most ancient Greek

Churches in Palestine, as at Tekoa and G-ophna,
and going back apparently to very early times,

are not large enough to admit of the baptism of

adult persons by immersion
;
and were obviously

never intended for that use. (See Bibl. Res. in

Palest. II., p. 182. III., p. 78.)" Thus Dr. Rob-

inson speaks for himself.

We pass now to another perverted witness on

the subject of infant baptism. On papes 323, 324,

of Theodosia, Courtney, the corrupter of facts,

cites Dr Mosheim's Church History, as follows :

"Dr. Mosheim, who is universally known and

regarded as high Psedobaptist authority, says, in

his Ecclesiastical History of the first century :

* No persons were admitted to baptism but such

as had been previously instructed into the princi-

ple points of Christianity, and had also given sat-

isfactory proof of pious dispositions and upright

intentions.' Of the second century he says :
' The

sacrement of baptism was, during this century,

administered publicly twice a year, at the festi-

vals of Easter and Whitsuntide. The persons to

be baptized, after they had repeated the creed,

confessed and renounced their sins, particularly

the devil and his pompous allurements, were im-

mersed under water, and received into Christ's
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kingdom by a solemn invocation.' Of course they

were not unconscious infants.''

Thus far, the smart schoolmaster. His obvious

intention is to represent Dr. Mosheim as explicitly

implying that infants were excluded from baptism

by the current usage of the first and second cen-

turies. But how would the learned German be

amazed to hear himself quoted for such an! asser-

tion. We shall now place over against Mr. Court-

ney's pretended citation, the whole passage, as it

is translated by Dr. Murdock, far the most accu-

rate of his translators, and printed in Murdock's

Mosheim, Harper's edition, 1844, page 137. Even

the very passage which the Immersionists thus

pervert, will then be found to contain sufficient

evidence, without looking farther into Mosheim's

opinions, that this learned antiquary was speaking,

not of Christian infants, but of accessions from

Judaism and Paganism.
". Twice a year, namely, at Easter and Whit-

suntide, (Paschatis et Pentecostit diebus,} baptism
was publicly administered by the Bishop, or by
the presbyters acting by his command and author-

ity. The candidates for it were immersed wholly
in water, with invocation of the sacred Trinity,

according to the Saviour's precept, after they hnd

repeated what they called the creed, (Symbolum)
and had renounced all their sins and transgres-
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sions, and especially -the devil and his pomp. The

baptized were signed with the cross, annointed,

commended to God by prayer and imposition of

hands, and finally directed to taste some milk and

honey. The reasons for these ceremonies, must be

sought in what has already been said about the

causes of the ceremonies. Adults were to prepare
their minds expressly, by prayers, fasting, and

other devotional exercises
; Sponsors or G-odfoth-

ers were, as I apprehend, first employed for adults,

and afterwards for children likewise."

Thus Mosheim himself indicates that when he

spoke of candidates for baptism repeating the

creed, renouncing the devil, etc., he intended only

that these preliminaries were exacted of adults.

That infants were baptized without them, he im-

plies, and that intentionally, when he says :

"Adults were to prepare their minds expressly,

by prayers, fasting, and other devotional ex-

ercises." And G-odfathers were introduced also
;

at first for adults
;
because at first the pious par-

ents of the children of the Church stood for their

own infants, and no other infants were admitted

to baptism ;
but by degrees, as superstition grew,

these sponsors were also admitted to stand for the

infants of those out of the Church. The above

passage, which we have faithfully quoted from

Mosheim, also presents the reader with a specimen
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of the manner in which the German antiquaries

usually state the testimony of the second and

third centuries concerning the mode of baptism ;

as being by a trine immersion, accompanied with

several superstitious rites of crossing, laying on

hands, tasting honey, milk and salt, and putting

on a white garment. There are two reasons why
we do not consider this testimony of any impor-
tance. First, the New Testament mode was evi-

dently different
;
and we do not feel bound by

mere human authority, however primitive; and

more thorough researches (for a specimen of which

see Taylor's Apostolic Baptism,) have shown that

the early usages of the second and subsequent

centuries, were not uniformly, nor even chiefly, in

favour of baptism by immersion, as was supposed

by Mosheim, Neander, Schaff, &c. Second, this

patristic usage, if disputed, is worthless to a Prot-

estant, because it shows just as strongly that we

ought to baptize all persons, infants and adults,

naked, by a trine immersion, in water previously

consecrated, and accompany it with all the above

mentioned unscriptual additions. Immersionists,
if they will use the testimony of the Fathers, have

no right to retain what suits them, and reject the

rest.

We now proceed to another little taste, some-

what more pungent, of the incorrigible Courtney's
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fidelity. Let the reader turn to Theodosia, page

322, and he will find the statements of the Madge-

burg Century (a Lutheran work of the sixteenth

century,) introduced with a great pretence of

learned familiarity with it and its authors. The

knight of the Ferule -states it thus:

"They, (the Apostles) baptized only the adults

and aged, whether Jews or Gentiles, whereof we

have instances in Acts 2, 8, 10, 16, and 19th chapters.

As to the baptism of infants, we have no example.
As to the manner of baptizing, it was by dipping or

plunging into the water, in the name of the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, according to the allusions

contained in the 6th of Romans, and 2nd of Col-

ossians." They speak of the first century; and

of the second century they say,
" It does not ap-

pear from any approved authors, that there was

any change or variation from the former century
in regard to baptism." The italics, let the reader

note, are Mr. Courtney's own.

Now, courteous reader, turn with us to Semler's

edition of the Magdeburg Centuries, published in

Nuremburg, 1758. The cute Courtney, according

to his wont, has suppressed all reference to chap-

ter and page ;
but by internal marks, we recognize

the body of his quotation in Century 1, Book II.,

chapter 6, section entitled Ritus circa Baptisma.

The authors, after speaking of the places, days,
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&c., in which, and persons by whom baptism was

anciently administered, say :

"That adults were baptized, as well Jews as

Gentiles, the examples of Acts 2, 8, 10, 16, 19th

prove. Of infants baptized, particularized exam-

ples are indeed not found in the Scriptures ;
but

Origen, and Cyprian, and other fathers are au-

thority that infants were baptized in the time even

of the Apostles. This also appears from the wri-

tings of the Apostles, that they do not exclude

infants from baptism. For while Paul teaches,

(Colos. 2nd chapter) that baptism supplies the

place of circumcision, he indicates that infants

and adults ought equally to be admitted to bap-
tism. Likewise, 1 Cor. 2nd chapter, calls the

children of believers saints, not, indeed, on ac-

count of their nativity, but because Christian pa-

rents commit them to God in their prayers, and

offer them to baptism, and the washing of regen-

eration and sanctification, more promptly than
4

Gentile parents."

The mistake which the authors (or their print-

ers) make in referring to 1 Cor. 2nd chapter, where

chapter 7th is intended, will not affect the case.

The reader will see that the word only, which the

author of Theodasia introduces, and italicizes, is

utterly wanting, in the true reading. But it

makes all the difference in the passage, which ex-
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ists between f
yes* and cno.' And then the authors

are found, so far from saying that "only adults

were baptized by the Apostles," to assert and

argue, both from the inspired and uninspired re-

cords, that infants also were baptized. They do,

indeed, say that no example is found particularized

of an infant baptism ;
but this is not what they

are quoted as saying, in Theodosia. Now, wheth-

er the author of this wretched story book, manu-

factured this misrepresentation for himself, or

borrowed it ready-manufactured from some other

Immersionist raver, as unscrupulous as himself,

we care not to inquire. Perhap the latter is true.

Most probably he really knows nothing of the

Magdeburg Centuriators, and never saw the out-

side, much less examined the interior of a volume

of this work. But why then did he preface his

introduction of their pretended testimony with

Ms flippant description of the work and .its au-

thors ? thus seeking to make the impression that

he was entirely familiar with both. Any way,
"we nail the imposture down, as an attempt to per-

petrate an unmitgated lie
;
an evidence that this

scribbler is utterly treacherous, and deserving

only a dismissal from every honest man's attention,

with all his pretended facts and arguments.

Next, we must beg the reader to bear with us,

while we again refute the oft-refuted slander, that
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the Westminster Assembly, the authors of the

Presbyterian Confession and Catechisms, came,

within one vote of adopting immersion instead of

sprinkling. One would think that this tale had

been often enough advanced, and often enough

proved false, for even the ignorance of this author

to be enlightened on this subject. For instance,

in the famous Lexington debate of Rice and Camp-
bell, Mr. Campbell advanced this charge against

the Westminster Assembly ;
and Mr. Rice dis-

proved it, nearly in the words which we are about

to employ from Lightfoot's works, in such a tri-

umphant way, that Mr. Campbell himself tacitly

withdrew the charge . Now, is. it likely that the

author of Theodosia, himself a Western man,
never saw this book, so famous especially through-
out the West ? Did he again publish the- state-

ment, after having seen its utter refutation ? This

is a question which we leave-to his own conscience

to answer. On page 178, of Theodosia, we find it

again, as follows :

"You will there" (Edinb. Encycl.) "learn that

in England, the Westminster Assembly of Divines

had a warm discussion whether immersion or

sprinkling should be adopted. But by the earnest

efforts of Dr. Lightfoot, who had great interest in

the Assembly, sprinkling was adopted by a major-

ity o* one. The -vote stood 24 for immersion, and
j-3
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25 for sprinkling. This was 1643 years after

Christ. The next year an act of parliament was

passed requiring the parents of all children born

in the realm to have them sprinkled, &c."

As Dr. Lightfoot's name has been mentioned in

connexion with this ridiculous story, we may as

well "scotch" it by a reference to his life. See

London edition of Lightfoot's works, 1684. Au-

thor's life, p. 5. The tale is there told thus :

"
Upon that proposition relating to baptism ;

it

is lawful and sufficint to sprinkle the child, our au-

thor opposed them that worded it in that manner : it

being unfit to vote that as lawful only, which every

one grants to be so. And whereas one of that

Assembly attempted in a large discourse, to prove
that (Tebeylah,} which signifies Baptism) imports
a dipping overhead ; our author replied at large,

and proved the contrary. 1 . From a passage of

Aben Ezra on G-en. 38. 2. From Rabbi Solomon

Jarchi, who, in his commentary on Exod. 24, saith

that Israel entered into covenant with sprinkling

of blood, and Teybelah ; which the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews expoundeth by sprinkling ;

Heb. 9th. 3. From this, that John the Baptist

sometimes preached and baptized in places where

be could not possibly dip those who were baptized.

In conclusion, he proposed to that Assembly to show

him in all the Old Testament, any qne instance
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where the word used de Sacris et in actu transeun-

te, implied any more than sprinkling. It is said,

indeed, that the priests washed their bodies, and

that the unclean washed himself in water ; but

this was not a transient action. And when they
came to vote whether the Directory should run

thus : The minister shall take the water and sprin-

kle or pour it with his hand upon the face orforehead

of the child, some were unwilling to have dipping ex-

cluded, so that the vote came to an equality within

one
;
for the one side there being twenty-four, and

for the other twenty-five. The business was there-

fore recommitted and resumed the day following ;

where our author demanded of them who insisted

. upon dipping*, the reason of their opinion, and

that they wonld give their proofs : Hereupon it was

thus worded
;
That pouring on of water or sprink-

ling, in the administration of baptism, is lawful and

sufficient. Where our author excepted against the

word lawful, as being all one as if it should be

determined to be lawful to use bread and wine in

the Lord's Supper ;
and he moved that it might

be expressed thus
;

It is not only lawful, but also

sufficient. And it was done so accordingly."
If'the reader has the means of consulting the

Westminster Directory, he will find that the whole

article, as it was finally adopted reads thus :
" As

he (the minister pronounceth these words, he is to
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baptize the child with water; which, for the man-

ner of doing it, is not only lawful but sufficient,

and most expedient to be, by pouring or sprinkling

of the water on the face of the child, without .add-

ing any other ceremony." It thus appears that the

only subject upon which the Assembly was divided,

was this : not whether dipping should be named as

the only proper mode
;
but whether dipping should

be named along with sprinkling and pouring, as one

of the admissable modes. A very different affair

this, truly ! The whole of the difference which

the large minority of twenty-four made was, not

that they wished to exclude affusion, but that they
were unwilling to totally exclude dipping. Thus

this slander is again killed
;
but perhaps only to be

again revived in the next Immersionist novel. It

may also be remarked, in dismissing this point,

that Dr. Lightfoot, the strength of whose views in

favour of affusion may be seen in the above extract,

is the great channel through which English scho-

lars ever since have received a partial knowledge
of the Talmudieal literature of the Jews. There

was then no man in Grreat Britian, who had made

himself such a master of it. Subsequent scholars

who profess to know something of it, have mostly

done nothing more than borrow from him. We
doubt not that there are nine chances to one that

whatever the author of Theodosia (or more prop-
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erly, the predecessors from whom he plagairized)

has picked up about the learned Maimonides, was

gotten from the Talmudical illustrations of the New
Testament, written by this very Dr. Lightfoot.

And seeing Dr. Lightfoot taught these pretentious

literateurs what little they know of the matter, it

seems to us, the former is more likely to have been

a sound judge of the bearing of the Hebrew usa-

ges on the mode of Baptism. He, who had thor-

oughly mastered all the Talmudists had to say of

it, was, as we have seen above, only strengthened
in his belief that affusion was the Bible mode.

Let the reader now advance a little, to pages

179, 180 of Theodosia. He will there find that

the fishy Uncle Jones is represented as asking this

question :
" Did not Cyprian, one of the ancient

fathers, expressly declare that sprinkling was prac-
tised in his day, and was considered valid bap-
tism ? I am sure I have received such an impres-
sion from some source."
" You probably received it from some Doctor

of Divinity," replies the pert paedagogue,
"
they

are accustomed to make such impressions; but

Cyprian says no such thing," &c., &c.

Now good reader, go with us to the original

works of Cyprian, letter 69, of the Oxford edition

of 1682, page 185, &c., a letter addressed to a

Christian named Magnus ;
and you will see a case
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of 'brazen and hardy impudence detected, which

you will scarcely believe a bad man could be

shameless enough to adventure in a printed book.

"We give a translation of Cyprian's own words,

rigidly faithful
;
and we give them somewhat fully,

at the risque of tediousness, in order that every
one may see for himself the whole connexion and

bearing.
" Thou hast enquired also, dearest son, what I

think of those who obtain the grace of Grod in

weakness and disease, whether they are to be es-

teemed legitimate Christians, seeing that they

have not been washed with the saving water, but

sprinkled. In which particular our modesty and

moderation prejudices the opinion of no one, as to

his. believing whatever he esteems true, and prac-

tising what he believes. So far as our mediocrity
hath apprehended the matter, we judge that the

divine benefits can in no case be mutilated and

weakened, and that no smaller gift which is drawn

from the divine munificence, can possibly be be-

stowed in that case, where it (baptism) is received

with the full and entire faith of administrator

and recipient. For in the saving sacrament, the

stain of sins is not washed away, like the soil of

the skin and body in a material and secular bath,

go that there must needs be nitre and a vat, a

swimming-pool, and the other appurtences by which
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the poor body can be washed and cleaned. The

breast (heart) of the believer is washed in another

wise
;
the soul of man is cleansed in a different

way, by the merits of faith. On the saving sac-

raments, where necessity compels, and G-od be-

stows His indulgence, the abbreviated methods of

G-od confer on those who believe, the whole."
" Nor should the fact, that it appeared the sick

person was sprinkled or poured on, when he ob-

tained the Lord's grace, move any one
;
since the

sacred Scripture, by the prophet Ezekial (36, 25,)

speaks and says ;

' Then will I sprinkle clean wa-

ter upon you, and ye shall be clean
;
from all your

filthiness, and from all your idols will I cleanse

you. A new heart also will I give you, and a new

spirit will I put within you," &c. Likewise in

Numbers, xix : 7 and 19 :
" Then the priest shall

wash his clothes, and he shall bathe his flesh in

water, and afterward he shall come into the camp,"
&c. "And the clean person shall sprinkle upon
the unclean the third day and on the seventh day."
And again ;

Numb, viii : 7. " And thus shalt

thou do unto them to cleanse them : Sprinkle
water of purifying upon them, 'and let them shave

all their flesh, and let them wash their clothes,

and so make themselves clean." And again ;
"The

water of sprinkling is purification-" Whence it

appears that the aspersion of water likewise hold,s
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good just as the saving washing ;
and when these

things are done under the Church, where the faith

of both administrator and recipient is sound, all

(the effects) can hold good, and be consummated

and perfected by the majesty of G-od, and by the

truth of faith. Moreover; as to their calling them *

not Christians, but Clinics, who have obtained the

grace of Christ by the saving water and legitimate

faith, I do not find whence they borrow that name
;

unless perhaps, persons who have been reading the

larger and more private treatises of Sipocrates or

Soranus, (two medical writers) have discovered

[the idea of calling] them Clinics. For I, when
I read of a Clinic in the Grospel, learn that his

weakness was no obstacle to that paralytic and

weak man, who lay on his bed through the courses

of a long life, to hinder his attaining most fully

a heaven born health. Not only was he raised from

his bed by the Lord's mercy, but carried his own

bed with his renovated strength. And therefore,

so far as it is granted to me by faith to apprehend
and feel, this is my opinion : That whosoever hath

obtained the divine grace of baptism, by the legit-

imate rule of faith, under the Church, be adjudged
a legitimate Christian. Or if any one supposes
that they (these sprinkled persons) have obtained

nothing, but are empty and void, for the reason

that they were only sprinkled with the saving
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water, let them not be so deceived as to be bap-
tized (again) when they shall have escaped the

affliction of sickness and convalesced. But if those

cannot be baptized (again) who have been already

sanctified by ecclesiastical baptism, why are they
scandalized in their faith and the mercy of the

Lord 1 Or have they, indeed, received the Lord's

grace, but in a shorter and scantier measure of the

gift of the divine and sacred Spirit: so as to be

esteemed Christians indeed, but Christians- who

must not be equalled to others? Nay, but the

Holy Grhost is not given from a measure, but is

.poured out entire on the believer. For if the day
rises equally upon all, and if the sun is diffused

over all with equal and similar light, how much

more does Christ, the true Sun and Day, bestow

His light of eternal life in the Church with a sim-

ilar equality," &c.

The reader can now see for himself, whether

Cyprian did, as Uncle Jones supposed he had

somewhere heard,
"
expressly declare that sprink-

ling was practised in his day, and was considered

-valid baptism ;" and whether the author has acted

honestly in thus roundly denying it. St. Cyprian
was converted A. D. 245, martyred 258. During
his episcopate in Carthage, he was, on the whdle,

the most prominent, influential, and able divine

in all the Latjn part of Christendom. We may
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safely assume that his opinions were those gene-

rally adopted. We do not of course adopt all his

arguments, nor his obvious belief in baptismal

regeneration ;
-what we wish the reader to consider

is his testimony as to the state of opinion. One

thing is obvious, that although unscriptural super-

stitions about baptism had already proceeded so

far, this great and good man regards the position

which is now the shibboleth of Immersionists, that

any baptism but dipping is not only irregulary but

worthless, with a disapprobation near to contempt.
That was a superstion, too rank even for the rap-

idly corrupting Church of the third century. The

author says that the Christians of the first three

centuries were Baptists. Would any immersion-

ist preacher now use the above liberal expres-

sions of Cyprian, concerning a man baptized by
affusion ?

On page 180, Theodosia, the attempt is slyly

made to insinuate another erroneous statement

concerning the usages of antiquity upon the same

subject of clinic baptisms. The schoolmaster con-

tinues : .

" It appears that a certain man, named Nova-

tian,was taken sick, and was apparently nigh unto

death. In this condition he became, as many
others have done, greatly alarmed about his con-

dition ^ and professing faith in Christ, desired to
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be baptized. But.he was too weak to be taken

out of bed and put into the water. The water was

therefore, poured around him in his bed; He
afterwards recovered, and devoting himself to the

ministry, applied for priestly orders, and the

question arose, whether one thus 'poured upon' in

his bed could be accounted a Christian. Now, it

is evident, that if pouring or sprinkling had (been

a common mode of administering the ordinance,

this question never would have been asked."

Here the impression is obviously intended to

Jbe made, that the Church of the third century
considered the insufficiency of Novatus' clinic

baptism as a difficulty in the way of his ordina-

tion to clerical office
;
because it seemed doubtful

/'whether one thus poured upon in his bed could

be accounted a Christian." Now we turn to

Wall's History of Infant Baptism, (from whom
this author doubtless picked out the little and

confused knowledge which he has of Novatus'

case.) London edition of 1720. vol. II, page 353,

and we there find the following testimony
" Tis

true, the Christians had then a Rule among them-

selves that such an one, if he recovered, should

never be preferred to any Office in the Church,
Which Rule they made, not that they thought that

manner of baptism to be less effectual than the

other but for the Reason expressed by the Coun
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cil of Neocoesarea, held about- 80 years after this

Time: The 12th Canon whereof is: He that is

baptized when he is sick, ought not to be made a

Priest, (for his coming to the Faith is not voluntary

butfrom Necessity,) unless his Diligence and Faith

do afterwards prove commendable, or the Scarcity of

Menfit for the office do require it."

Eingham, in his Orignes Sacrce, book IV, chap.

3, . 11, bears precisely the same testimony-

Why did not the author, when borrowing this

story of Novatus from Wall, tell the whole truth?

Bear with us, kind reader, if disgust at this

man's conduct will permit, while we disclose an-

other instance of his reckless disregard of truth.

At the bottom of page 324, he asserts most roundly
in these words : that " there is not on record a

single, solitary instance of the baptism of a child,

till the year of our Lord three hundred and sev-

enty, and that was the son of the Emperor Val-

lens, which was thought to be dying, and was bap-

tized by the command of his Majesty, who swore

he would not be contradicted," &c., &c. (The
fellow does not even falsify neatly, for he is too

ignorant to be able to spell the name of the Em-

peror Valens-.)

Now if the reader will turn to pages 333, and

337 of Theodosia, he will find that the author ac-

tually refers .to two or three documents, of the
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dates A. D. 200, and 250 nearly : (respectively

170 and 120 years before the year 370) the genu-

ineness of which he himself admits
;
and of which

even the wretchedly perverted extracts which he

gives, clearly imply the habitual baptism of in-

fants at those dates. One of these is called by the

most inept psedagogue, the Letter of Tertullian,

Bishop of Carthage, to the lady Quintilla ; whereas

it is in fact not a letter, but a book or treatise, of

Tertullian,not Bishop of Carthage, but presbyter,

on Baptism, and not addressed to anybody in partic-

ular. In this treatise, the superstitious but learned

author takes the ground that the baptism of little

children, then admitted by plain inference to be

prevalent, ought to be delayed, because baptism,

washes away all sins committed previously, whereas

those committed afterwards are peculiarly damning.
And he argues for the delay of baptism by every ar-

gument he can thinkj)f, with great zeal. But why
did he. not cut the matter short by saying, that

early baptism was an unscriptural innovation ?

No doubt he would have done so, if he could.

Another of these documents is the testimony of

Irenaeus, (who is even earlier than A. D. 200) to

the fact that many infants had been "regenerated."
The clamorous Courtney disputes that by tluT

phrase "regenerated" Irenseus meant the baptism
of the infants; but every good scholar knows that

G
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the clamorous Courtney is wrong, A denial so

marked by brazen ignorance and impudence de-

serves no other reply than contempt. The third

document is a letter of St. Cyprian, whose acquain-
tance we have already made, to Fidus Fridus, the

accurate knight of the birch makes it
; thereby

betraying what is apparent to the intelligent rea-

der all through, that he really knows nothing
about the history of which he professes to descant,

but is borrowing at second or third hand, from

some bungler like himself. Fidus' question is :

Whether the baptism of infants might not be post-

poned till the eighth day, as circumcision was]

Cyprian answers, No; and the whole tenour-of

his answer shows that on the question of baptizing

infants, there was no dispute.

Now, what must be the hardihood of this scrib-

bler, how profound his- belief in the stupidity of

those for whom he writes, that he should make

an assertion on page 324, and himself furnish a

refutation of it on page 337 1 Or did he think to

avail himself of the mean quirk, that whereas he

had said there was " not on record a single, soli-

tary instance of the baptism of a child," till

A. D. 370, Tertullian's and Cyprian's testimony

only prove the general baptism of infants, not the

baptism of a single child by name 1 Does the

value of the historical testimony, as to the cus-
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toms of the Church before A. D. 370, depend on

the giving of the wameand parents' names of some

child baptized? If
.
the testimony mentioned

above does not record a single, solitary instance of

.infant baptism, it is only because it evidences what

is a thousand times more destructive to the au-

thor's assertion, a general prevalence of Infant

baptism. The author does indeed answer, with

equal feebleness and effrontery, to the question :

"What was the effect of this decree of the

African Council?" (which concurred with Cyprian
in the answer.)

, ?
f It .seems to have had none. It is likely that

it relieved the doubts of Fridus; and infants were

probably baptized in Africa to some limited extent,

but we. have no record of any such baptism," &c.

That the reader may -see for himself, we now
insert a faithful translation of that portion, of

Cyprian's letter to Fidus, which bears on the sub-

ject. In the Oxford edition of Cyprian's works, .

1682, it is the 64th Epistle, and may be found at

page 158. It appears that sixty-six clergymen

.joined Cyprian in the consultation.

_" As relates to the cause of the infants, who,

you; say, should, not be baptized within the second

or third day of their birth, and that the law of

ancient circumcision ought to be observed, so as

to determine that he who is born must not be bap-
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tized and sanctified within the eighth day ;
it

seemed' far otherwise to all in our Council. For

no one agreed with you in this, which you thought

ought to be done; but the whole of us rather

judged that the mercy and grace of Grod should

be denied to none that are born of mankind. For

since the Lord saith in His Gospel; 'The Son of

Man came not to destroy the souls of men but to

save,' no soul ought to be lost if it can be, so far

as lies in us,"
* * * *

&c., &c.

After some matter not important to our point,

Cyprian proceeds :

"
For, as for the fact that the eighth day was

observed in the Jewish carnal circumcision, it is

a sacrament (i. e. baptism), prefigured in a shadow

and type, but completed in its truth when Christ

came. For, because it was destined to be :the

eighth day, that is, the first day after the Sabbath

on which our Lord should rise, and revivify us and

give us the spiritual circumcision, this eighth day,

that is, the first day after the Sabbath, and the

Lord's day, was prefigured in the type ;
which type

ceased when the reality supervened afterwards, and

spiritual circumcision was given to us," &c.

With the soundness of Cyprian's argument in

the last paragraph, we have no concern, but only

with.his historical evidence. And now, is there a

man in his senses, who will deny that infant
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tism must have been practised before? Or else a

clergyman would never have penned such a ques-

tion, nor would sixty-seven other clergymen .have

ever- penned such an answer. That infants should

be of course baptized, is assumed as a postulate,

by both questioner and respondents, without a

hint of the slightest demurring. The only diffi-

culty is, whether the precedent of circumcision did

not require its postponement to the eighth day.

Would such a question and answer ever have been

uttered, if infant baptism had not been already

common ? " Oredat Judceus Apella : non Ego."
And second : it is evident that both Fidus and

Cyprian's Council understood that it was an ad-

mitted truth, baptism came in place of circumcis-

ion, as is taught by Paul, Colossians ii : 11, 12.

Fidus' question is based on that belief. And Cy-

prian and his colleagues, though differing in the

answer, did not say, as they would have done had

they disbelieved the relation between circumcision

and baptism :
" No

; baptism is"not tied to the

eighth day, because it has nothing to do with cir-

cumcision." They argue that, though the relation

does exist between circumcision and baptism,
Fidus' conclusion does not follow.

That we may more fully rebut the assertions" of

this author, concerning the early prevalence of

infant baptism, we will briefly add, that Bingham
G3
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(Origines Sacrce, book XI, chapter 4, . 5 to 12,)

cites the very words of eight authors, all of whom
lived before the year of our Lord 250, and some

of whom were cotemporary with the Apostles,
from whom he irrefragably argues that infant bap-
tism was prevalent when they wrote. And Wallj

in his history of infant baptism, which this author

seems to have used only to pervert, cites seven of

the same authorities, with an eighth not cited by

Bingham. So that out of the very scanty litera-

ture of the first 250 years, here are nine authors

of antiquity, who present good ground for assert-

ing the prevalence of infant baptism. From the

year 250 onward, the number of witnesses is vastly

increased. If the reader would comprehend the

strength of this early testimony, he must remem-

ber this fact, that of authors who flourished and

wrote prior to the year 250, and any of whose

works are now extant, Mosheim mentions only
about .twenty. His list is nearly exhaustive. Of

these, there are several whose extant works are

exceedingly brief, a mere letter or fragment. This

being the amount of the early literature still sur-

viving, could more testimony to infant baptism be

reasonably expected ?

We shall^close this department of our review

by reference to one more assertion of the railing

psedagogue, whose cool impudence really quite
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took away our breath when we read it. See pages

166j 167.

"The fathers, (as they are called,) that is, the

earliest writers among the Christians, whose works

have come down to us, were all Baptists. It was near

three~hundred years before there were any pro-

fessed Christians who were not Baptists." ijNow,
as we read these astonishing words, we thought to

ourselves : This is but a play upon the word Bap-
tist

;
he means no more than to state in an ad cap-

tandum way, (very far, indeed, from being honest)

the fact that many of the fathers, among their

numerous and more important points of difference

from modern Immersionists, agreed with them in

this one, that they also were infected with the"

hydromania. On this supposition, the assertion

seemed rash enough, and we thought that surely,

i
e the force of nature could no farther go." But

no : on the next page he adds that Roman Catho-

lic, Episcopalian, Lutheran, Dutch Reformed, and

Presbyterian writers " have openly, plainly, and .

repeatedly declared, as historians, that the Apos-
tolic Churches, were, in their membership, or-

dinances, organisation and government, just such

as the Baptist Churches are now I say I mighj;

give this authority, but I will refer you to the

same source from which they, as historians, de-

rived their information. I say the Christian -

o4
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fathers, for the first three centuries, were Baptists,

because these fathers say so themselves."

Whew ! ! This, then, is the sweeping proposi-

tion; that the fathers themselves say, the Apos-
tolic Churches werej and continued for three cen-

turies, just such as the modern Immersionist

Churches, in their membership, ordinances, organi-

zation, and government. Ah, incautious Courtney,

if you had known anything at all of these fathers,

of whom you pretend to know so much, before

these innocent, gullible souls, even your immea-

surable brass, and reckless hardihood in fibbing,

would not have thrust you into such an unfortu-

nate assertion. But let us see what these fathers

of the first three centuries were, as to the partic-

ulars above named. That the most of them stick-

led for much water in baptism, is true
;

but it

was rather a good scouring than a complete inv

mersion, which they liked. The views of the

great body of them, as to the necessity of an im-

mersion, or washing all over, to constitute a valid

baptism, we have seen stated by Cyprian. The bulk

of them also practiced and applauded infant bap-
tism. (Baptizing the infants by. immersion more

uniformly than the adults.) Here, then, is one

great difficulty between you, Brother Courtney,
and your ancient brethren. In spite of all your

scolding, the facts remain, that they were usually
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guilty of all the enormities of Baby-dipping.

And then, as to the mode of baptism, it is indis-

putable that these primitive "Baptists" differed

from their modern brethren, in the following par-

ticulars, (which the schoolmaster, of course, con-

siders wholly trivial yea, microscopic in impor-

tance.) They accompanied the baptism w^th an

anointing with oil. (Do you, oh, Pedagogue ?)

See Bingham, Origines Sacrce, Book XI, chapter

9, . 1. They also signed the baptized person
with the sign of the cross. See .3. They con-

secrated the water beforehand with which the

person was to be baptized, by pronouncing an in-

vocation over it, and marking it with the sign of

the cross. Chapter 10, . 1, 3. Again : all per-

sons, men, women, and children, were baptized

stark naked, as modern Immersionist writers ex-

pressly admit. (Does the Paedagogue advocate

this?) See chapter 11, . 1,2, and Book II, chap-

ter 22, .8. The subject was dipped three times

usually once at the name of each person of the

Trinity .-6. The baptism was then followed

by an imposition of the Bishop's hands, connected

with another unction, to confer the Holy G-host.

Chapter 3. Then the baptized person was clothed

.in a white garment, sometimes carried lighted

candles in his hands, received the kiss of peace,

and tasted a little honey and milk. See chapter
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4. Such was the baptism of Mr. Courtney's prim-?

itive brethren! All these superstitious addi-

tions were invented before the expiration of that

third century, within which he claims all the ;

good

people as of his sect. Such is the suspicious .

company in which we first find the practice of dip-

ping unmistakeably described. Does! it riot seem

very probable that the dipping originated in the

same -growing superstition, which invented the

chrism, the crossing, the stripping, the blessing of

water, and the white robe?

But we proceed. 'Whereas the schoolmaster

claims that all these Churches, of the first three

centuries, were just such as his own, in their mem-

bership, all the ancient writers concur in saying

that the members were universally divided into

two classes full communicants, and catechumens,

(See Bingham, Book X, chapter 1,) the latter of

whom were subject to Church discipline, and were

carried through a separate course. of religious inr

struction, but were never allowed to witness a

baptism or Lord's Supper. This is very much

like the modern Immersionist Churches, is it not?

Again : not to repeat the fact that infant baptism
introduced multitudes of infants into the member-

ship, it is abundantly testified by most respectable

writers from the year 250 downwards, that the
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Supper was commonly given to infants;

(another irrefragable proof of the prevalence of

infant baptism, by the way,) and that, with the

approbation of nearly all. See Bingham, Book

X LI, chapter 1, . 3, and Book XV, chapter 4, .

7. Does Brother Courtney
"
fellowship

" this ?

But the hardy Courtney asserts also that
;

the

primitive Church of the first three centuries was

identical with his, in its ordinances. Let us see.

Bingham (Book XV, chapter 7,) concurs with aK.the

other learned antiquaries in saying, that these

Christians celebrated love feasts in their Churches

for several centuries, beginning from a' very early,

date. Do modern Immersionists practise this ?

Little need be said about the early observance of

Easter and "Whitsuntide
;
to which, after a little,

Christmas and Epiphany were added; or of the

Lenten fast, preceding Easter, of which we find

traces almost as early as the first uninspired liter-

ature. The first two festivals were generally ob-

served as early as A. D., 150. (See Bingham,
Book XX, chapter 5.) And then, time would fail

us to recite all the superstitious fasts, (as the

Wednesday and Friday fasts;) the ritual of penance
and absolution

;
the repeated impositions of hands

and confirmations, &c., &c., of which the preva-
lence before A. D. 300, is testified by the general

current of the fathers. Of course, as the consistent
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Courtney claims all the Catholic Churches as ex-

actly, like himself, he also practices all these.

They were exactly like him, he says also, in or-

ganization and government. Now, it is well known
that modern Immersionists are Independents in

Church Government: and most strenuous as-

sertors of the parity of the ministey; which they

carry so far, as to exclude ruling elders. Nor do

they attribute any authority than that of mere

fraternal advice, to any representative Church

court above the simple Church meeting. Now,
the very earliest uninspired remains, (see Epistles

of Ignatius, A. D. 117,) describe all the Churches

as having the three orders of Bishops, Elders, and

Deacons. When we come down to the times of

Mr. Courtney's very familiar friends, Cyprian and

]?(r)idus, Cornelius and Novatus, about A. D. 245,

we find Diocesan Episcopacy almost universal. We
need hardly insult the reader by offering proof of

this; but for the benefit of those who may be as

ignorant as the Psedagogne, we cite Bingham,
Book IX, chapter 6

;
Eusebius' Hist. Eccles., Book

6, chapter 43. At the latter place, the Psedagogue

may find a letter from his friend Bp. Cornelius of

Rome, against the clinically baptized Novatus, in

which a statement of the organization of the

Church of Rome is given. Says Cornelius: "This

assertor of the gospel then did not know that
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there should be but one Bishop in a Catholic

Church T In which,.however, he well knew, (for

how could he be ignorant?) that there were forty-

six Elders, seven Deacons, seven sub-Deacons, for-

ty-two Aeolyths, Exorcists, Readers and Janitors,

in all fifty-two," &c. Of course the Immersionist

Church (or do they not say Churches) of I^ash-

ville is organized on this primitive Baptist model,

with a prelatic Bishop (Rev. J. R. Graves is the

man, perhaps !) Elders, Deacons, sub-Deacons,

Acolyths, Exorcists, Readers, and Janitors. If

so, then, we pray you, good Exorcists of Nash-

ville, why did you not cast out the lying spirit

out of the mouth of your prophet, Courtney, be-

fore he was regenerated in the holy water of bap-

tism ? And then, not only was the Church gov-

ernment of the third century prelatic, there were

the councils, which met frequently, and legislated

for the Churches in a most un-congregational
manner. If the good reader would know some-

thing of them,, let him consult Bingham, Book II,

chapters 14 to 16. He will there find that they
met statedly, from an early date,'in every arch-

"bishoprick, and legislated authoritatively for the

Churches under their care.
" a

But we fear our refutation grows tedious by its

very fulness; we will therefore briefly close, by

remarking that the doctrines of baptismal regener-
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ation, and in general, of sacramental grace, of

the real presence in the Lord's Supper, of penance
and purgatorial sufferings^ejond. the grave, were

generally held before the end of the third centu-

ry. Such were the Churches which we hear thus

claimed as the same in membership, ordinances,

organization and government, with the modern

Immersionists 1 The inference which is to be

drawn as to the ignorance and recklessness of this

author, need hardly be stated. But there is an-

other inference "which we will state. Seeing that

corruptions and departures from the Bible model

early became so numerous, so great, and so gene-

ral, how much is the testimony worth, which the

fathers of the third and fourth centuries' bear in

favour of their general (not universal) attachment

to dipping? It is worthless. The authority of

these fathers is of little value for determining

apostolic usages and doctrines
;
and when it comes

in collision with the more sure word of the Scrip-

ture, as in this case of trine immersion, it is

worthless. Paedobaptists, therefore, depend chief-

ly on.the Bible" argument. -
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CHAPTER VIII.

Harsh Invectives Rebuked.

WE suppose th'at the bistorical and literary un-

faithfulness of this book is now sufficiently exposed,

as well as its unscrupulous sophistries. Many other

arguments remain unnoticed by us, and many other

falsifications of testimony ;
of which the exposure

would be. just as easy for us, and crushing for the

author, as of those above mentioned. We beg our

readers to believe, that if there is any other bold

assertion or pretended argument in the book, which

strikes him as unfavourable to Presbyterians, if

true, we have passed it over, not because .there is

any difficulty in disproving it, but because we sup-

pose enough has been said. Why should the in-

telligent reader be led through a longer series of

detected falsehoods and sophistries, to the increase

of his weariness and disgust ? Doubtless he is,

before this time, sufficiently nauseated with the

"Heroine of Faith," to be ready to thrust her

into the fire, picture, ringlets and all !

But the ends of righteousness would be betrayed*
if we did not advert to another glaring feature of

this evil book. This is its harsh invective, aimed
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at most respectable Protestant denominations, and

at many of the best and holiest men whom Grod has ,

given to the Church. Let me give only a few speci-

mens among many. On page 50, (Theodosia

Ernest,) the heroine exclaims : "Stop, Mr. Percy!

Pray stop, and let me think a moment. Can it be

possible that a good man, a pious minister of Jesus

Christ, could dare to trifle thus with the holy word

of God ? Oh, it is wonderful !" &c. The civil Court-

ney then proceeds to relieve her astonishment, by

assuring her that she is only beginning to get a

little taste of the iniquities of her Psedobaptist
Doctors of Divinity. Again ; page 52, jtheodosia
is made to say,

" I begin to think that Theologi-
cal writers are not to-be relied on at all." (Right,

sapient maid
; especially if they are of the Car-

son-Courtney school.) On page 60, the latter

authority says : "They" (Presbyterian Doctors)

"don't think their Church can be wrong, and they

twist, pervert, and torture the Scriptures, as you
have seen Mr. Barnes do, or openly set aside their

teachings as a matter of 'indifferency.,' as we have

seen -Dr. Chalmers do, in order to continue the

usage of the Church." Again; on page 176, the

uncle of the niece, Prof. Jones, is made to exclaim

in italics, "Can it, be possible that Doctors of Divin-

ity will impose such falsehoods on their people in

order to sustain the practice of the Church f"
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Brit the gall of the pious Psedagogue is more

especially stirred when he comes to denounce the

practice of infant baptism. Having then an au-

dience of women before whom to display his prow-

ess, his crustiness mounts up to actual profanity ;

and he fairly earns for himself a crowning title.

Hear then the cursing Courtney, as his indignation

waxes dire against the enormities of "baby-sprink-

ling," on pages 302, 304, 309.

"In the first place, if you will excuse me for

talking so plainly, infant baptism, as practised by

Presbyterians in this country, is a continually re-

peated falsehood /"

"I say. in the next place that the baptism of an

infant is an act of high-handed rebellion against

the Son of Ood."

"I will now say even more than this; infant

baptism is impious it is an act of sacrilege."

"We can hardly surmise whether the reader will

feel most of indignation or disgust, when he finds

the . author, amidst the closing sentences of his

book, concluding this tirade of misrepresentations

and denudations with a mock sanctimonious mod-

eration.

" We have finished our ten night's study of the

Scripture baptism. We have examined it in re-

gard to its mode, its subjects, and its'results W
have endeavoured to do it plainly and candidly,

M
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but if we know our own hearts, we have tried to

do it kindly and in the spirit of that *
charity'

which 'rejoices in the truth.' "

Header, is not this cool 1 Does it not remind

you of the audacity described by the wise man,
Prov. xxx : 20, "Such is the way of an adulterous

woman; she eateth and wipeth her mouth, and

saitb, I have done no wickedness." As to the fiery

denunciations of the sacrament of baptism applied,

according to Grod's ordinance, to the seed of be-

lievers, we are not concerned to febut them. If

the reader will turn to the pages indicated, he

will find that infant baptism is charged as "a false-

hood," "a rebellion,"
" an impiety," because we

administer it, among other meanings, to signify ad-

mission to Church-membership, regeneration, and

remission of sins, in all of which applications to in-

fants, the author holds it to be an absurdity. But

will even the bold schoolmaster deny that Grod

commanded circumcision to be administered to in-

fants 1 Then let him turn to Gren. xvii : 14 ;

Deut. xxx: 6; Rom. iv:ll; Col. ii : 11, and he

will see that the Holy G-host declares circumcision

to have been a sign and seal of membership in the

visible Church, of regeneration, and of justification.

Was infant-circumcision therefore, also a "contin-

ually repeated falsehood," an "act of high handed

rebellion," an "
impiety and sacrilege ?" " .He
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that reproveth God, let Mm answer it!" Job xl : 2.

We now take our farewell of this author, leaving

him to settle his grievous accusations against the

admission of infants to this sacrament, with the

Almighty..

We do not profess to have dealt tenderly with

this work
;
for it deserves and demands, not for-

bearance, but righteous indignation and chastise-

ment. Our only scruple has been, whether it truly

deserves so much notice as the effectual exposure
of its errours has required, or whether it should

be left to run its ignominious course, and work its

temporary mischiefs, unchecked save by its own

outrages, and the contempt which they will ulti-

mately awaken. But we wish here expressly to

remind the reader that we have diligently dis-

tinguished between this wicked book and the re-

ligious denomination, of whose peculiarities it is

an attempted defence. The book we denounce as

an outrage ;
of the denomination we wish we could

say nothing, but that we regard it as a true branch

of Christ's Church, containing a multitude of true

children of G-od, whom we would fain honour and

love as such, notwithstanding our differences. We
would be glad to hold this author and his pub- .

lisher alone responsible for the sin and disgrace
of such a publication as Theodosia Ernest. But
alas! the Immersionist Churches of our country

at
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have .unfortunately chosen to make a use of- it

which renders this forbearance impossible. ^ We
are told on all hands that the denomination gen-

erally have circulated it with diligence, that they
have .obtruded it on Presbyterians in an offensive,

proselyting spirit, and that not only individuals,

but their Church colporteurs circulate it with a

zeal hardly second to that with whiqh thev diffuse

the Word of Grod ! The volume in our possession

claims to be the eighteenth thousand. A colpor-

teur of that noble and Catholic Society, the Am-
erican Tract Society, told us, that he once entered

. the house of a decent family in: Virginia, and

offered to its mother, his evangelical stores. "I
have a book," replied the old lady, "which I would

not give for all yours, which I got from a colpor-

teur lately." Here she produced Theodosia Era

est. "I do think it is the best book I ever read

in my life, except the Bible !" Thus it seems,

ecclesiastical agencies are employed by one of the

sisterhood of religious denominations, [professing

to serve the same Saviour, and aspire to the same

heaven,] not in the work of self-defence, and of

instructing her own members in her sincerely-held

peculiarities, (for this would be legitimate ;) but

in the propagation of abuse, prejudices and hatred

in uninformed minds, against their Psedobaptist

brethren, and in the most aggressive and discourt-
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ecus assault possible, against others outside their

pale. We shall not characterize this- action of the

Immersionist denomination let us treat it with

the forbearance due to brethren misguided. But
'

fidelity requires us to call the reader's attention

to its features, that he may estimate its character

for himself. This is the chosen vehicle the,n, for

the propagation of Immersionist views : a work of

fiction the vehicle of sacred truth
;
and that a

work most offensively aggressive in its whole aim

and structure, of which the very plot is an insult-

ing bravado over Presbyterians, founded as it is

on a case of fictitious triumph over them
;
a work

marked by the most disgraceful dishonesty and

perversion of facts
;
a work of fiery invective and

malignant slander ;
and withal a work as disgrace-

ful to the denomination by its lack of scholarship,

as by its indecency. Have the Immersionists no

scholars to fight their battles, who have knowledge

enough to escape the absurd literary blunders we
have noted ?

"Wall's History of John the Baptist;"
"The Pope's Legislature &i Eavenna, A. D. 1311,"

(a title, we venture to amrm, which would astonish

every Papal Canon Lawyer, when applied to a

Metropolitan, Council,) "Tertullian, Bishop pf

Carthage," (an oflice he never held,)
"
Cyprian's

letter to Fridus," (for Fidus,) &c., &c. The igno-
rance of early authorities which are used with so

H3
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much pretended familiarity, while nothing was

really known of them by the author, has been

already exposed. Those citations were evidently

picked up at third, or possibly, at tenth hand, from

wretched compilations of pretended history, whose

literary credit was exploded again and again, and

so long ago, that all scholars had dismissed them
to the subterranean caverns of forgetfulness.

Now we ask : Reader, is this the sort of weapon
which Tmmersionists put forward as their best im-

plement of denominational warfare ? Then they
must think that their cause is at a low ebb indeed !

Surely nothing less than desperation would have

led them to clutch so" sorry a dependence, and so

to violate the courtesies and amenities of denomi-

national intercourse ! Let us illustrate the nature'

of this polemic assault. The High Church Epis-

copalians are not noted for peculiar courtesy and

forbearance towards other Protestant Churches, in

their denominational warfare. But some years

ago, when similar objections were urged against

the official circulation of a polemic work, not one-

tenth part so offensive to Presbyterians, as this

Theodosia Ernest, the book of Mr. Flavel S.

Mines, that circulation was discontinued by the

Episcopal authorities, and the book was suppressed,

so far as the ecclesiastical publication of it went.

Mr. Mines professed to give the reasons which had
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influenced him, and, he surmised, were influencing

three hundred other Presbyterian ministers, to

pass into the Episcopal communion. Presbyte-

rians objected that his tone was offensive to us,

that his statements of fact were heedless and in-

accurate, and that the very form of the book was

aggressive towards us. The consequence wag, that

High Church authorities retracted their use of it

against us
; although they deny to us validity of

ministry and ordinances, and the very character

of a Church. Now, will our protest against a

case, ten times as offensive as Mr. Mines' book,
induce the Sigh Church, Immersionists to recede 1

We shall see.

H4



CHAPTEK IX.

Indifference and Unwise Concessions of Pcedo-

baptists.

OUR readers were informed, at the outset, that

we. did not propose to write a complete argument
on baptism, because we considered it unnecessary.
But. we shall beg leave to state, in this, and- the

two succeeding chapters, with some degree of ful-

ness^ three ideas, to which, as we suppose, it .is

desirable the minds of Presbyterians : should, be

very distinctly directed at this time.

I. A part of the boldness and success of Immer-

sionists has been occasioned by the indifference of

Presbyterians to the narrow, and comparatively

trivial, subject of the mode of baptism. This

indifference, though injurious in its results, was

in truth, noble in its motive. It is not the spirit of

Presbyterians, to attach importance to ritualism
;

and the question of the more or less water in bap-

tism, where the substance and meaning of the sa-

crament were retained, we properly regarded as a

matter of ritualism. To attach importance to

such things, was alien from the temper of Presby-

terianism, as it is from the temper of the New
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Testament. The liberal principles of Presbyte-

rianSj one of the most catholic of all denomina-

tions, in its admission of all other denominations

which retain any substance of saving truth, as sis-

ters in the visible Church Catholic, also induced

US; to treat the peculiarities of other classes of

brethren in the body of Christ, with a forbearance

which seemed almost to overlook the right of self-

defence against them. But now we must treat

immersion as an important matter, not because it

is so in itself; but because Immersionists will per-

sist in making it so, by assailing "the liberty

wherewith Christ has made us free." Presbyte-
rians^ should therefore be better informed con-

cerning the modes in which their usage is attacked

and defended. We would say emphatically that

one of the prominent objects now in our view, is

to call ^attention to the many excellent and acces-

sible-works (the existence of which has rendered
'

a -formal argument of the merits of the question

unnecessary on our part ;) and to urge Presbyterian
readers to procure and study some of them. We
shall be pardoned for calling attention, just here,
to a very clever and creditable book, published

by a ^member of the Alabama Conference," in*

answer to Theodosia Ernest. It is entitled " The-

ophilus Walton;" and under the cover of a very

simple'plotj introduces a discussion of most of the
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points made by the Immersionist. While we do

not approve of the imitation of the bad precedent
of teaching truth by fiction, not even for purposes
of refutation, it must still be said that the 'expe-
dient is used by the author of Tkeophilus Walton
in an inoffensive manner. The plot is so simple
that it is but little more than a thread to connect

the successive discussions; and the temper of the

book is eminently pleasant and forbearing. While

we would not vouch for the soundness of all the po-
sitions assumed, the argument is generally sound

and ingenous. We can assure the reader that if

he has been vexed at the glaring sophistries and

falsehoods of Theodosia Ernest, he will find in the

perusal of this reply, amusement and satisfaction,

which will fully compensate his previous annoy-
ance.

There are then, several other works, which can

be procured at almost any bookstore, which will

be found timely and conclusive. Among the

smaller of these, may be mentioned Sunfs Bible

Baptist, and Dr. Daniel Baker's Treatise on Bap-
tism. Next will be found a small duodecimo vol-

ume, published by the Presbyterian Board of

Publication, and written by Dr. Fairchild. This

little work can hatdly be too much commended,
for its simplicity of style, condensation of matter,

and Christian temper. Here, in- the compass of
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a hundred and seventy-fire little pages, and ex-

pressed with a perspicuity level to the capacity of

a child, the reader will find a discussion which

meets almost every point usually advanced by Im-

mersionists, and meets them triumphantly. If

the reader wishes to pursue his examination farth-

er, we would 'commend to him Taylor's Apostolic

Baptism, a work of unsurpassed vigour of logic,

and- profound learning. Yet this also is a duode-

cimo volume, written by the learned Editor of

Calmet's . Dictionary, and published in America,
in cheap form. So far as we are informed, both

English and American Immersionists have treated

this work ever since its publication with a prudent
silence

; although invited to disprove its facts or

refute its reasonings, by the author.

But last, and chiefest, we would commend to our

readers anotner work, produced by one of our liv-
'

ing ministers in Virginia Armstrong on Baptism.
In this book, admirable alike for its plan, its tem-

per, its ability and its manly scholarship, the au-

thor leaves aside all the learned lumber of Rab-

binical and Patristic usages, except so far as they
illustrate Scripture, and proceeds to expound, one

by one, the passages of the Word of Grod, where*-

the sacrament of baptism enters. When he has

completed this, he stops ;
and leaves the faith of

his reader resting upon the Word of God alone.
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Every Presbyterian in the land should procure
this work, and master its contents. These works

we mention, not as exclusive of
. others, but as the

most accessible, brief, and appropriate to the pre-

sent stage of the discussion.

The forbearance of Presbyterians has not, only
led them to neglect the study of this subject, but

also to yield tacitly to the verbal assumptions of

which Immersionists have made such successful

use. It is not wonderful indeed, that they should

be aggressive, boastful, rampant ;
when Paodobap-

tists so neglect the duties growing out of infant

baptism, and so loosely grant thejperverted and

unscriptural use of language propagated in the

Protestant world by the prevalence of Anabaptist

sentiments. How often do we hear Presbyterians,

thoughtlessly and inconsistently speak of a bap-
tized person as joining the Chnrch, when he comes

to his first communion? He has been ar member
of the Church from his birth ! How often d'o we

hear the term baptism conceded to Immersionistsv

as they use it for their exclusive dipping? Yea,

we have even heard an adult Presbyterian say :

"Did you know that Miss was baptized last

Sabbath ?" when the meaning of the question was,

that, the misguided young person had committed

the great sin of attempting to discredit and annul

the holy sacrament of baptism administered to
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her in infancy by pious parents, by causing herself

to be dipped by an Immersionist ! If God's people

will thus betray God's truth, by a heedless or ig-

norant use of terms
;
what is the wonder, that gen-

eral misunderstanding and scorn of truth should

prevail ? Let our phraseology be strictly reformed ;

it will be a preparation for the more important
reform of that neglect of the baptized members

of God's Church, by which, as parents, communi-

cants, and Churchtofficers, we so much discredit

this important and beneficent institution of our

God. In the very name which the Immersionists

arrogate, -and which we (with insensate stupidity)

concede to them, there is contained a petitio prin-

cipii, an assumption of the point in debate, which

has gained them hundreds of thousands of con-

verts. They call themselves BAPTISTS; as if- they

forsooth, alone of all Christians, had that sacra-

ment of God's house ! And we ree'cho the title,

and speak of them as BAPTISTS
;

as if forsooth,

we acknowledged the arrogant assumption! But
the truth is, that all the true branches of the Pro-

testant family, are at least as much BAPTISTS, as

those who dip. For they use a mode, valid in-

deed, but less strictly scriptural than ours
;
and

they only baptize. a part of those whom God com-

mands to baptize. Nay, Presbyterians are the

BAPTISTS; and they are Immersronists. We owe
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it to ourselves ; yea, we owe it. to G-od's truth, to,

correct our language. . Nor can these brethren

complain of the title of Immersionists, inasmuch

as they themselves clamorously declare that im-

mersion alone is baptism. Least of all can they

complain now, when they are actuarlly engaged in

manufacturing a new Bible, thus violating the

catholicity of the Protestant family of Churches,
in order to get the word baptize out of the Eng-
lish Scriptures. They berate King James' trans-

lators without end, because they retained this

wicked G-reek word, 'baptize,' dressed up in Eng-
lish letters, in their translation, instead of trans-

lating it '

dip;' as, they say, should have been done.

And yet, Baptist is their chosen title for them-

selves ! Now, we are determined, for one, gentle-

men Dippers, that you
" shall not eat your cake and

have it too.V If you say 'dip' is the word, 'dip'

let it be, throughout the chapter ;
and while we

call ourselves, Presbyterian, Bible Baptists, you
shall be Immersionists, or, if you like it better,

Dippers, and nothing else. The latter is indeed

the proper word
;
for those who object to 'baptize,'

as a Greek word in English dress, should still

more object to the barefaced, and more recent

foreigner, immerse; 'which is yet more Latin, than

baptize is Greek. How vastly would the great

Immersionist denomination be shorn of its arro-
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gant prestige, if all the Protestant world should

take them at their word, and compel them to the

consistency of going by the name of The Religious

Denomination of Dippers ? Words have potent

influence, as these dipping Christians know.

And here 'a word may properly be introduced

to show the folly- and insincerity .of all this
nijOve-

ment for Bible Revision. The plea is, that the

Greek word must be translated into 'immerse,' and

not -transferred. Now if it were true that immerse

is its proper equivalent (which we utterly deny as

to the Bible,) the plea would be false : for when-

ever any word receives an established use as the

name of an ecclesiastical ordinance, it has thereby

undergone a change of signification ;
it has be-

come a technical work; it has passed out of

its general into a special application. Even the

Immersionist does not in truth regard 'dip* as

equivalent to 'baptize.' He thinks baptizing is by

dipping, but is a dipping of different sort, mean-

ing and intent, from dipping in general. So that

were their pretended desire granted ;
were the

word immerse used throughout G-od's word; and
the popular language of the Church, as the sacra-

mental word
;

it would immediately pass into a

sacramental meaning, and would no longer be sig-

nificant merely of mode, as Immersionists assert

baptiso was. It would forthwith require, and re-
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,ceive, its definition as to mode. Hence, and because

of the success which the Immersionists gain by
their unauthorized assumption of the exclusive

name of Baptists, we do not believe that they
mean to give up the word 'baptize

1 in their English

Scriptures. They are not foolish enough to do it.

We wish they would. We venture the prediction,

that the famous English Version of the Baptist
Version Society will never be put into the hands

of their people as a Bible for use. Come, gentle

men : We dare you to the venture ! Expunge

your pretended eye-sore, "BAPTIZE," out of your

popular version, if you will; but then remember

that when you do that, you also surrender that

unauthorized title, snatched by a glaring sophistry

from your brother Christians, the title of BAP-
TISTS ;

which has won you more accessions from

the ignorant and unthinking, than ever Constan-

tino's Legend, read as he pretended in the skies,

(In hoc signo vince) secured for him from super-

stitious Rome. No, you will not do it; you will

use the revision movement as a good stone to pelt

Paedobaptists with, as long as it serves this turn
;

and then the unuttered and unutterable labours

of Messrs. Conant & Co., will be consigned to "the

tomb of all the Capulets."
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CHAPTER X.

tif Ctydn Cornmuttion ?'

.2. THE second general remark which we make

is that the controversy now exciting attention in
'liii it:.-("''' ':;;> ':i-;' ' .,

'

America^ between the advocates of open and close

communion, furnishes us with a most just and unr

answerable argumenium ad hominem, against the

Immersionist dogma. The party of close commu-

nion argue in substance thus :
"
Nothing is valid

baptism but immersion
;
therefore all unimmersed

persons are unbaptized. But baptism is the ihi-'

tiatory sacrament, as all Christians in all ages,

agree. None (in customary cases at least) can

properly approach the Lord's Table, except through
the door of baptism. Therefore, whatever our

personal esteem and love for the unimmersed

Christians, we have no option to admit them to
"**'. ;

i* i ;
-

'{'
'

:

the Lprd's Table." This argument Immersidn-

ists say they regard as unanswerable
; yea, they

say, PaDciobaptists theinseives cannot dispute the

conclusion, if iJhe premise is admitted. &c be ft,

say , we, for the present.
*

Then, on ibhe otner hand, we have tHe immortal

argument of Bobert Hall, whicn begins fr'om pre-
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mises which Immersionists least of alt can dispute,

and proves to a demonstration the opposite con-

clusion. " The visible Church should consist of

true believers; and should' be' the organized coun-

terpart of that portion of the, spiritual body of

Christ which is on earth, the effectually . called.
' The Lord's Supper symbolizes the communion pf

true believers in the spiritual feeding upon the

atonement and redemption of Christ. Who, then,'

should partake of the bread and wine ? ; Those,

obviously, who feed on Christ by faith. But mul-

titudes of Paedobaptists are obviously true believ-

ers, whose eminent faith and holiness we Immer-

sionists might well emulate. They are not immer-

sed, but they obviously consider themselves as

aptized; and their errour is one of those uncon-

scious misunderstandings, to which human infirm-

ity subjects good men. Ten thousand noble .in-

stances of their conscientiousness prove that they

would die sooner than disobey the Saviour's com- ;

mand to be baptized, if they apprehended it
r as

we do. In a word, Christ accepts them
;

arid- we

cannot reject whom He accepts. How ..can (we,

how dare we, deba^r from His Supper, on earthy

those beloved ones whom we assuredly believe
!He

will welcome to the marriage supper of the Lamb;*?

Is the poor earthly table, the symbol, ,of the true,
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more holy than that celestial Board, at which the

Redeemer and His glorified saints will drink the

wine new in
;
His kingdom1 How can we thus rend

thVunited body of Christ,.and be innocent?"

To this argument also, all the best and noblest

of Immersionist minds have yielded, as unanswer-

able. And ten thousand of those who) were too

bound by their narrow system to obey it, have yet

responded to its force, by the anguish, and inerad-

icable dissatisfaction with which their generous
Christian hearts have bowed to the iron trammels

of their rule. Ever since tne days when those

two giants, Hall and Fuller, represented two sides

of open and close communion, the great cause has

remained undecided before the Immersionist pub-
lic. From their premises, neither argument can

be overthrown
;
and yet both cannot be true ! for

they assert contradictions. How then, is the strange

result to be explained ? The answer is very plain

to the dispassionate mind. Since both trains of

reasoning are correct, the errour must be in the

premises. But the premises o.f Hall's-argument

are as indisputable as the Q-ospel : they are but

the Gospel itself. Then the premises of the other

must be false . It cannot be true that immersion

is the only valid baptism ;
that he who has sin-

cerely, honestly complied with Christ's institution

j'l .

'

-

,
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as he supposed, by affusion, is wholly unbaptized
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in fact. Thus, the insuperable difficulties with
'' "

"
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which the close communion theory is burdened in
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'
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every right mind, remain a standing evidence of
if, >;..ii JJ/.^i, iif;i. _5jiij iius .iiain .j ;

;
'

.'

the errour of its first principles.
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.

Imm&r&ionism is High Ghurchism.

3. OUR third remark is one of which the practical

importance can scarcely.be over-estimate'd by Pres-

byterians in their argument with Immersionists.

We should always insist upon their carrying out

their principles with consistency, to their legitimate

conclusions : and then the enormity and errour of

those principles will be revealed, to their own

minds perhaps ;
more certainly to the minds of the

dispassionate public. Let the reader bear in mind

then, that all parties are agreed, baptism is the in-

itiatory sacramentj which gives membership in the

visible Church of Christ. The great commission

was : Go
'

ye and disciple all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Trinity. Baptism con-

stitutes the outward discipleship. Least of all,

will any Immersionist dispute this ground. Now
if nothing is baptism except immersion, if all

other supposed forms are not only irregular, but
null and worthless, all unimmersed persons are

out of the visible Church of Christ. They have
no membership in it whatever. But if each and

every member of the Presbyterian body is un-
i2
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churched, that whole body is of course unchurched.

When the potent fairy in the fable turned each

soldier of the advancing army to a mouse, of course

there was no longeron army at all. If each sep-

arate block in the walls of a house, which is

claimed to be a stone house, is proved to be a brick,

the house is not a stone house. No Immersionist,

therefore, can admit "that there is any such thing
as a Presbyterian Church. The same argument

applies similarly to all Episcopalians, Lutherans,

Methodists, Congregationalists ;
in a word, to all

the bodies called Psedobaptist. They are not

Churche's; their claim to be such is a mistake, an

assumption, an intrusion. All are unchurched.

And of course, they have no ministry. How can

a man hold office in that commonwealth in "which

he has not obtained citizenship? And how .can

an unauthorized herd of individuals, aggregated il-

legally and irregularly, confer valid office 1 There

are, then, no ministers of the Grospel in the world,

except Immersionist ministers. The assumption
of all others to act as Grod's ambassadors, and to

perform the ordinances of His House, is therefore

unauthorized
; yea, profane and wicked. Ought,

a good Church member, then, to countenance them
as ministers, to encourage them in their profane

intrusions, by their presence, approbation and re-

spect? Surely not: such intruders must be.treated
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by consistent servants of Grod, in all their pre-

tended official doings, as they are treated when

they
r
. propose to come to the -Lord's (Immersion-

ist) Table ;
>

firmly, repelled. The title of Rever-

end ought not to be conceded to them, lest we

shoud become partakers of their sins. And as to

the practice of 1 some misguided Christians, the

practice of employing these unbaptized intruders

to preach and labour in union-meetings, of inviting

them to ascend the pulpits of Grod's true (Immer-

sionist) Churches, to profane a sacred spot and

sacred function, of sitting with pleased and re^

spectful attention.under their pretended preaching ;

it is naught but a glaring inconsistency* No

thinking and honest Church member can be be-

trayed into it. And whenever a Paedobaptist -

minister sees the errour of his ways, and comes

into the true (Immersionist) Church, he must be

of course re-baptized, and re-ordained.

Again; if these unauthorized societies are not

Churches, of course they have no sacraments ; for

sacraments are ordinances of God's House They
cannot go outside of the pale of His visible Church.

The same severe sentence should therefore be

passed by Immersionists on all instances where

they pretend to celebrate the Lord's Supper, which

the fiery Psedagogue passed upon the baptism of

infants. Since Christ has ^rdained that (usually
10
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at least) the emblems of (Bis &ody a
shall be given to none except
lowed Him in baptism," all these sacraments >are

just so profane, just so false, just so'
!

truly -a' rebel-

lion against the King qf'Zion, just so impious and

sacrilegious, as is "baby-sprinkling." I?or a mem-
ber of the true (Immersionist) Church -to counte-

nance these abominations by participating, ought
therefore to be, in every case, ground of stern dis-

cipline ;
and no plea of the soft influences of -fra-

ternity and^love should be permitted to interfere

with the dictates of high principle. All these

profane intrusions of the unbaptized into (

things

too high for them,' should indeed not be visited

with persecution and civil penalties, enormous as

they are; for Christ hath said,
"
Vengeance as

mine
;
I will repay." But his servants are bound

to testify their disapprobation of them, in .all

their religious acts, when they are brought into

contact with the misguided, sprinkled people,

falsely called Christians. Some of them may be

at bottom good people; but such cases must be,the

exception and not the rule, as in that Synagogue
of Satan, the Romish Communion; for whatever

their feelings, they are outside of the visible

Church; and out of this there is no ordinary'pos-

sibility of salvation. It is to the Churchj not the
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with all their promises and provisions of grace,

rj^uojiiareithe --fair .^nd inevitable results pf the

idogma-jthat nothing but immersion is valid bap-

itism. $fe defy Jtmman jBHt.tpjeyade them .success-

full^.. All Paedo.baptists therefore should press

the -[minersionists with these, odious consequences,

(as it is perfectly fair and righteous ye should)

until they either avow them, or give up their odious

dogma. They should be made to shoulder the

consequences of their own principles like men}

or else repudiate those principles like men.

Let us. say to every Immersionist : "You must

treat me in all respects as no Church member, my
minister as no minister, my sacraments and ordi-

nances as profanations of sacred things ;
or else,

shall I say to you in the elegant and fraternal lan-

guage of the author of Theodosia Ernest? 'These

stand as your dogmas in your Confession of Faith,

and yet, in truth, neither your ministers nor you
have ever believed them to- be such ; or else you are

more inconsistent i'o your conduct than sensible

men are often fpundi tO' ;be..'
"

(Page 236.) Come,

gentlemen Imnasrsionists, 'face the music ;' act up
;to your principLes ;

let us have no temporizing-for

popularity's sake.. .Such skittishness in acting

consistently, does, not become those who have

.given that supereminent evidence of faith, obedi-
i4
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enee to principle, and moral heroism, ^'following
their Lord into the liquid girave."

- ;- -
;'?'"''.

Yes
;

let Immersionists be forced, by the-right-
eons pressure of truth and reason, to arct rup to

their professed principles, and .the unthinkingpub-
lic will awaken to an indignant discovery- that

the principles of this denomination, so j

given
; to

make capital among soft hearts and 'heads, by

calling itself a "poor and ^humble flo'ck,- every
where spoken against," is, in fact, in its principles,

the most intently arrogant of all High Church Sects,

not excepting Prelatists
;
and that this denomina-

tion, professedly most Protestant, and thoroughly

reformed, is, in fact, most intensely formalistic.

A clerical Ishmaelite, Elder Sledge, lately screwed

his courage up to the point of acting out his prin-

ciples, just as all Immersionists should act them

out, in the city of Memphis ;
and the award of

the Christian public was one of universal reproba-

tion. Even an Immersionist Editor, (good thought-

less soul
;
he had not comprehended the conse-

quences of his professed principles ;) at a distance,

declared that the story must be a quiz ; because

it was incredible that any professed Protestant

minister could be guilty of such a piece of atro-

city, worthy only of a Fejee Islander. Let the

religious public look at the conclusion to which

Immersionism conducts us ! It is this : that such
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men as John /Owen, Bichard Baxter, George

Whitefield, John Wesley, Summerfield, Brainerd,

Henry. Martyn, r Schwartz, were not ministers of

Jesus Christ
;
while such -blots on the Christian

name as the Fejee Sledge, and the rabid author

of Theodosia Ernest, and every whiskey distilling,

and whiskey drinking Ironside, were. True, God

gave to the former every gift and grace which can

approximate man to the Seraphs ; true, the bap-

tis'm of the Holy .Spirit and of fire was theirs;

true, they wore out labourious lives in imitation

of the Divine Prophet, who " went about doing

good;" true, listening thousands drank from their

lips the streams of truth and salvation, which

make glad the city of our Grod
; true, Jesus Christ

set the seal of His approbation upon their service

by pouring forth the Holy Spirit through their

word, and giving them a multitude of souls for

their hire; true, the sanctity of their lives, and

triumphs of their holy deaths, were ensamples for

which the people of (rod will bless Him to the

latest age, and every one believes that they have

received the award :
" Well done, good and faith-

ful servant," and . have entered' into the joy of

their Lord, where they ever wear a crown starred

with ransomed souls. But for all this, they were

not ministers .of Christ's Church; because, al-

though they supposed they had complied rally
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^ had nojb fber
en used ! And the same cpndenu^a-

- tion must also be passed upon the' communions in
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"
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r
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.^ipt they ^ived and laboured. Those ^bodies b.p^d

fas
r

t the JWord of .Q-pd, on all essential, points, ex-

,,cept
this one point of ritualism

; they are prtho-

,dpx in doctrine, and comparatively pure in mor-

.als
; jtfoeir members have been as abundant in

eyery good fruit of sanctity and beneyolence ;

their assemblies are the chosen scenes for the effu-

.sipns of God's regenerating Spirit ;
around those

Communion tables, and baptismal, founts, where

are enacted their unauthorized and profane mim-

ickries of Grod's sacraments, have flowed the

purest floods of penitential sorrow, of fraternal

love, of fragrant contrition, of adoring gratitude,

of rapturous joy, of. heavenly hope ;
their preach-

ers are the ornaments of the pulpit, and the lite-

rary lights of the religious world
;
their gifts and

' labours have spread Bibles and missionaries into

a thousand of the dark places of heathenism, and

are doing the chief part of all that is done to con-

quer an apostate world to King Emmanuel ;
in their

Jbouses of worship, tens of thousands of souls are

born into the Church Invisible and General As-

^embly of the iFirst Born; and they send up to

heaven from rejoicing death beds, crowned with
! -

;

: '' "
: *':' < ';; ',- ;;;;!, .<-!!

th,e richest consolations of the Holy Ghost, a eon-
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of Christ, for
:

all

iig, &$ gbbd measured as/any

$ ea^feali
flie purp^esfor

fils (fech; Bit iiey are

tErclies; Because, in an unconscious anct

mersipnist society irifecVed witli tKe BarBaifity of ^lie

Fejee Sledge ; every Ironside, Antinomian congre- .

gation, where the very name of discipline aViid'

sanctity is forgotten ;
all the colored Churcnes' of

tfie Southern States; overshadowed as they ate'

with semi-pagan ignorance and delusion, are true'

Cnufches of our Holy Redeenier, Because fdrsbott

they have Been Baptized with enough water. K
this, we pray, the spirit of Protestantism of the

New Testament, of a spiritual dispensation 1 Is it

By such a test as this that th'e pure spou's'e of Je
!

-

sus Christ is to Be discerned
5

from th'6 wl

orlid? "If

so, what is there of more intense' ritualism, wha't

more profoundly formalistic in th
!

e dogm'asof old1

,'

dead, wooden, superstition's Popery ? Hot b^l^
dbes the understanding feject such a' cbric'liiaion'-^

th,e .moral sense aBhbrs ii. But this is tKb i6'ii-
- JMjtj.il,' |. i/J.4Ui jOj.v." -trMjo it- .-,.';,:>,i- W^lk. *>J[|: jfU
elusion to wnicn every Immersionist must misvita-

.Bly;come, wMb^con^ist^ntiy
1 "ii'i'j.'iJi\.'J i'-.o'i.i . ,-i:ii*ii*i>

baptism except immersion.
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Our policy, then, should be to hold them to this

consequence of ;their creed, until they are
v

willing

to disavow that creed. Let the whole community
be.made to see this new form of High Churchism

unmasked, and to comprehend its deformity. ;. Such

is our confidence in the solid good sense and right

moral instincts of the people, we believe this one.

view will be more effectual to give them proper

views of immersion, than all the volumes of
^ver-

bal criticism which have ever been written .on the

subject. Let the High Churchism of this water-

doctrine be understood
;
and the native sense of

justice of the American people will consign its

advocates ultimately into that lean minority, in

which we now find hose ecclesiastical Chinamen,
the Puseyites. One- of the most significant traits

of the novel under review, is its evident squinting

towards the extreme view on this subject. "We

notice that the word Church .is never, or very

rarely, applied to Paedobaptist communities. No

doubt, its anonymous author, like its publisher,

rejoices in the invidious title of an Old-Land-

mark-man. And this is one among the many symp-
toms which appear in this work and its circulation,

portending, not that rapid spread of Immersion-

ism, and new access of successful activity, which

some Presbyterians seem to anticipate, but ap-

proaching confusion and defeat. These extrava-
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; gahoes of denominational pride and zeal are rather

the indications of dissatisfaction, conscious failure,

and internal disorder, than of secure strength.

.? Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty

spirit before a fall."

In conclusion, we have only to say-that the re-

probation which has been candidly expressed in

this Review, is aimed, not at the Immersionist de-

nomination, but at those individuals in it, who
discredit and injure it, by odious sentiments or

acts. We repeat, that for that Church, we desire

to express only Christian respect. If in anything
we are compelled to disapprove their denomina-

tional
1

action, we would wish to utter that disap-

proval inJ;he language of moderation and peace.

Many of its members, whom we have the priv-

ilege to know, we honour for their orthodoxy and

piety, and for a spirit :more generous than their

technical creed. Doubtless there are multitudes

of such.
,*

We have, as we conceive justly, objected to the

anonymous and irresponsible character of the book

criticised. It is but right therefore that we should

prefix .the name of the author of these exceptions ;

moreover,- we hold ourselves ready to maintain the

facts and arguments asserted in the above pages, .,

"against all comersJ"



ERRATA.

Page 6, line 7, read,
" Ne sutor ultra crepidam."

"
15, lirie 0, read,

" Heriricians."
"

29, line 9, rea*d,
" Translators."

"
56, line 8, read,

" Jew."
"

64, line 5 from bottom, read,
" Rom. xi : 17-24."

"
76, line 10 from bottom, read,

" which."
"

76, line 6 from bottom, read, "wedding."
"

89, last line, read,
" of one."

<c
116, middle, read,

" Theoddsia;"
"

126, line 12, rea'd,
"
ingenious."
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